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CHAPTER ONE

General introduction

1.1. General description of the cyclotron

The cyclotron at the KVI has been designed by Philips and has been

constructed between 1968 and 1970. It is in regular operation since

1972. It is a three-sector isochronous cyclotron for the acceleration of

particles with different charge to mass ratios to a variable energy. The

maximum attainable energy is, except for protons and Helium-3, given by
7 2

160 q /A MeV/nucleon. For protons the maximum energy is limited by the

maximum frequency of the RF-system to 65 MeV, while for Helium-3 the

maximum energy is determined by the extraction system. The extraction

radius is approximately 120 cm.

ENERGY (MeV/nucI) >«' «*•

Figure !•!• Operating diagram
of the KVI ayalotvon.

5 6 6 10 12 14 16
frequency (MHz)

Figure 1.1 shows the operating diagram of the cyclotron for parti-

cles with different charge to mass ratios. The horizontal dashed line

represents the maximum magnetic field of the cyclotron magnet. The

vertical dashed lines delimit the frequency range for first and third

harmonic operation.

Figure 1.2 shows the electric and magnetic field configuration of
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the cyclotron. The poles of the cyclotron magnet have a diameter of 280

cm. Mounted on each pole are the three iron shims. The spiral angle of

the shims is zero until a radius of 40 cm. Starting at this radius the

spiral angle increases up to a value of 56° at extraction radius. In the

valleys between the shims five pairs of harmonic coils are located (see

sector II in figure 1.2). They provide compensation for first harmonic

components in the field and for centring errors of the beam. Twelve

pairs of concentric coils (see sector I in figure 1.2) provide the

possibility to obtain isochronous field shapes for thy different

particles and energies.

figure 1.2, The electric
ana magnetic configuration
of the ayolotron.

The radio frequency system basically is a A Ik system, formed by two

parallel resonator lines which are coupled to a single 180° Dee. The RF

power is applied to the Dee via two self-oscillating tubes. Rough tuning

of the frequency is performed by movable shorting plates. Inside the

vacuum chamber there is a trim capacitor for fine tuning.

The cyclotron is equipped with internal ion sources of the

Livingston type. Since the installation of an axial injection system in

1983 also beams from external sources can be accelerated. At present

there is one external source set-up for an ECR-type ion source.

The beam is extracted by means of an electrostatic deflector with
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Table 1. Technical specification of the KVI cyclotron

Magnet system

Bending limit: 160 q2/AZ MeV/n

Pole diameter

Number of sectors

Pole gap: hills

valleys

Maximum magnetia field:

hills

valleys

average

Extraction radius <r> =

liumber of trim aoils

Number of harmonic coils 5

RF system

1 Dee of ISO degrees

Da bias voltage max. 2000 V

Tuning rough: moving short

fine: trim capacitor

Frequency range 4.0-14.6 MHz

Maximum Dee voltage 70 kV

Maximum RF power ISO kW

280

3

22.4

4S.0

2.0

1.0

1.6

120

12

am

am

am

T

T

T

am

Vacuum system
_6

operating pressure ~1.10 torr

Effective pumping speed:

1 oil diffusion 3000 l/s

1 aryo 6000 l/s

1 aryo 8000 l/s

Extraction system

55 electrostatic channel

(60kV/5mm)

or

12° electrostatic channel

(60kV/5mm) +

60° eleatronagnetia channel

AS = 0.2 T and

— = 0.025 T/omAr

Ion sources

Internal: Livingston type

External: ECRIS

an azimuthal length of 55 • In addition to this deflector an adjustable

iron magnetic channel is installed to compensate for the defocusing

influence of the fringing field. A second extractor has a radially

focusing electromagnetic channel immediately after the electrostatic

channel. In table 1 the technical specification of the cyclotron is

summarized.

Figure 1.3 shows the layout of the cyclotron vault and the experi-

mental hall. The extracted beam is aligned to the exit beam line by

means of the fringing field of the cyclotron magnet and a 5° bending

magnet. The beam lines B-E can be reached by means of the two switching

magnets SM; the energy resolution of the beam as delivered by the
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n-3cyclotron is then approximately 2.10~J. The lines A-D can be reached

with the analyzing system, which consists of the two switching magnets

with the 105° analyzing magnet in between; the energy resolution of

EXPERIMENTAL HALL

i * ^ correction magnet
- - horizontal slit
o« vertical slit

. _ , diaphragm
-a— viewing target
o-— current
*J- beam profile scanner
• D Q lens
-*- large* position
AM analyzing magnet
SM switching magnet

Figure 1.3. Lay-out of the eyalotron vault, the beam lines
and the experimental hall.
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the beams in this way is ultimately 2.10 . For reaching the G-line,

used for irradiations, only the first switching magnet is necessary.

1.2. Introduction to external injection

In 1978 the KVI staff submitted a proposal for building an external

injection system for the cyclotron[l]. The reasons which have led to

this proposal will be mentioned in the following. Different methods for

external injection of beam? into cyclotrons will be briefly reviewed,

emphasis being given to the application of these methods in compact AVF-

cyclotrons. The general features of the KVI axial injection system will

be presented and compared with existing facilities.

1.2.1. Motivation for external injection systems

An expected increase by an order of magnitude in the current of

heavy ion beams has been the main reason for building an external

injection system. For a scientific motivation of the heavy ion physics

to be performed, see [1]. A number of arguments in favour of an external

injection system will be discussed briefly:

•- Recently developed ion sources, especially the ECR-source can

produce high charge states of heavy ions. These sources are so

large that they eau only be positioned outside the cyclotron.

Also the size of polarized Ion sources exceeds che space

available in the cyclotron centre.

- External sources are more accessible for servicing.

- It will be possible to have a number of different source set-ups

all capable of being connected to the injection system.

- External installation of s PIG source gives more freedom in the

choice of parameters and iewer constraints on the size and the

cooling requirements-

- An external Ion source may have its own vacuum system. This might

be useful for the production of beams from expensive or toxic

materials.

- Improvement of the vacuum in the cyclotron by removal of the gas

load of an Internal source will yield a better transmission of

heavy ion beams through the cyclotron.
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- Especially for heavy ions an important reduction of sputtering in

the central region may be expected, since only ions with the

proper charge state are injected.

— Bunching of the injected beam into the phase acceptance of the

cyclotron will be possible, resulting in an increased beam

current.

It should be mentioned that axial injection adds to the complexity of

the accelerator. This will be partly compensated by computer control of

all new equipment.

1.2.2. Efethods of external injection in cyclotrons

The external injection schemes can be divided into two classes. The

first one is radial injection, where the injection is in the plane of

beam acceleration. The second one is axial injection, where the beam is

injected along the cyclotron axis and bant into the median plane in the

centre of the cyclotron. In the next sections the general features of

these methods will be discussed.

1.2.2.1. Radial injection

Different methods of radial injection, proposed during the last

twenty years, will be briefly reviewed.

- Frecessional injection[2]: The beam is injected radially along a

hill-valley boundary along which it precesses towards the cyclo-

tron centre, where the acceleration starts. The vertical stabili-

ty is obtained by alternate focusing on crossing hill-valley

boundaries. This method requires relatively high injection

voltages (in the order of 200 kV) and does not lead to a good

quality of the internal beam.

- Neutral injection[3] : An ion beam is first neutralised and then

injected radially to the centre. When the injected beam has

thermal velocity it may be ionised in the centre by an electron

beam or an arc, the last type yielding a much higher efficiency.

When fast neutrals are injected foil stripping can be used.

- Trochoidal i'jection[4]: The ion beam is injected radially in

such a way that the magnetic force is compensated by an
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electrostatic field. The upper limit of the injection voltage is

about 10 kV.

- Stripping: A heavy ion beam with low charge state is injected and

is stripped in the centre by a foil to high charge state. For

this method high injection voltages are necessary [5]. An example

of such a system, with a tandem as injector, has been installed

at Oak Ridge, yielding a 400 MeV fully stripped oxygen beam with

an intensity of 55 enA [6].

1.2.2.2. Axial injection

The most frequently used method of external injection is axial

injection. Up to now all installed systems are based on the same ideas.

The ion beam is extracted from the source and transported by means of a

beam guiding system towards a bending magnet. This magnet is sometimes

used as charge selector, otherwise charge selection is performed direct-

ly at or after extraction from the source. From the bending magnet the

beam is transported through an axial hole in the yoke and the pole of

the cyclotron in the direction of the median plane. Electric or magnetic

quadrupole lenses are generally used for focusing of the beam in this

line. At the end of this line the beam is focused on the transition lens

of the main field from where the beam drifts towards an electrostatic

device, which bends the beam into the median plane. This part of the

system sets the upper limit of the injection voltage to about 25 kV.

1.2.3. The axial injection system at the KVI [9]

In figure 1.4 a lay-out is shown of the ion source room at the KVI.

Two ion source set-ups are shown. The first one, which is in operation

since 1982, is an ECR (electron cyclotron resonance) source. It has been

built by R. Geiler and coworkers at CEN Grenoble and is a modified

version of the Micromafios type[10]. The charge state of the beam is

selected with a 110° analyzing magnet. The beam is then transported by

means of two quadrupole triplets to a 90° vertically bending magnet at

the top of the vertical beam line to the cyclotron. The second set-up is

a magnet in which an internal PIG-type ion source can operate. This

magnet will simultaneously act as charge state selector for this set-up.
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Source Room «VI may '84

O I i 3m

PIG mag CAMAC

Figure 1.4. Layout of the ion souvas room

The beam from the PIG source can be switched to the horizontal beam line

by means of a 45° switching magnet. This 45° magnet can also be used for

bending the ECR-beam to atomic physics experimental set-ups.

The vertical beam line consists mainly of a periodic focusing

structure [II]. At the beginning and at the end of this line there are

two sets of matching lenses, see fig. 1.5. Also two bunchers will be

incorporated. In the centre of the cyclotron an electrostatic inflector

bends the beam into the median plane.

1.3. Introduction to the piasent study

For the design of the central region of the cyclotron numerical

calculations have been performed in order to obtain a geometry which

allows acceleration of axially injected ion beams as well as beams from

internal ion sources. Although the details of the design study will not

be discussed, an important consequence of the choices made is that the

on-axis location of the vertical hole in general will result in the beam

being initially off-centred after Inflection into the median plane.
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90°MAGNET

STEERING
MAGNETS

LENS

BEAM
SCANNERS

1 PERIODIC
FOCUSING
SYSTEM

PERIODIC
FOCUSING
SYSTEM

BUNCHER

SUBLIMATION
PUMP

VALVE

LENS

TRANSITION
LENS

MEDIAN
PLANE

Figure 1.5. The vertical beam line. At left the first part
of the vertical beam line belon^ the 90° rragnet is shown. At
right the lower part of the line, which is located inside
the axial hole in the pole of the cyclotron, is shown.
Between these two parts of the line ie the 7 m long periodic
focusing system of which only the end parts are shown in the
figure. One of the bunahere, located just above the yoke,
and some beam scanners are not ehann in the figure.
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In chapter two a numerical study Is presented with the 3im to

obtain a beam, which is well centred when it leaves the central region.

'Centring' in this respect implies that the mean position of the orbit

centers is located within 1 mm with respect to the axis of the magnetic

field. The application of field bumps for centring the beam has been

studied and the influence of these bumps on the beam quality will be

described.

In chapter three some aspects of the acceleration process between

the central region and the extraction radius will be treated:

- Effects that may be regarded as equivalent first harmonic components

will be examined for their influence on the motion of the orbit

centre and the resulting variations in i.ne current density.

- The determination of the internal phase history of the beam with some

numerical methods will be described. The calculations will be

compared with measurements of the internal beam phase.

- A method will be discussed, which was used to diagnose a median plane

error.

Chapter four gives an experimental study of the extraction process

in which different beam loss mechanisms will be diagnosed. Experiments

with two different extraction systems will be described.

In chapter five the operation of the cyclotron in combination with

the axial injection sytem during the first half of 1984 will be

described.

In the last chapter some concluding remarks will be given.
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CHAPTER TWO

Beam centring with field bumps

A fundamental problem in designing the central region of a cyclotron for

axial injection is caused by the fact that for a given geometry and Dee

voltage the location of the orbit centre is dependent on the energy of

the injected beam- The requirement for centred orbits in a multi-

particle cyclotron with variable energy results in an unacceptable range

of injection energies. In this chapter it will be shown that magnetic

field bumps may be used for beam centring. The results of numerical

calculations will be presented. These calculations successively treat

the centring of the beam by means of magnetic field bumps, the influence

of the field bumps on the radial beam quality and on the vertical motion

and the sensitivity to variations in the Dee voltage amplitude. Also

acceleration in the third harmonic mode will be discussed.

2-1. Introduction

In all existing and planned axial injection systems for AVF-

cyclotrons electrostatic devices are used or foreseen for bending the

beam into the median plane. These devices can be roughly divided into

two classes. The first one is the mirror, while the second one consists

out of deflectors, in which the electric field is perpendicular to the

equilibrium orbitfl]. When the beam is injected exactly along the axis

of the cyclotron magnet the requirement that the beam should be centred

after inflection into the median plane fixes the ratio of injection

voltage to Dee voltage [2]. In order to obtain some freedom in the

choice of the injection energy most injection systems are designed In

such a way that the axis of the vertical beam line is slightly off-

centred with respect to the axis of the cyclotron pole, resulting in a

centred beam after inflection. For the KVI cyclotron this method could

not be used, because there was only a small axial hole of 3 cm and not a

removable iron plug in the pole near the median plane.

In general a mirror consists out of a high voltage electrode with a



grounded parallel grid. Since the beam has to pass the grid twice, beam

loss will occur. Values for the transmission of the beam through mirrors

range from 65% to 80X[2-5J. Also calculations have snown that there is

al transverse emittance enlargement, which increases rapidly with the

energy spread and the divergence of the beam [6].

Regarding deflectors, two types can be distinguished, both being

fully transparant to the beam. One is the channel type inflector,

described by Belmont and Pabot[7]. The other one is the hyperboloid

inflector, described by MUller[8]. Since it has good optical properties,

a large acceptance and a simple shape this last type of device has been

chosen as inflector for the KVI axial injection system. This choice,

however, results in a beam which is off-centred by approximately 15 mm

after inflection, when the voltage of the injected beam is chosen as

high as technically feasible.

An investigation aiming at a design in which electrostatic elements

are used for centring the beam during the first half revolution has

shown that a very complicated central region would result with insuffi-

cient vertical acceptance [9].

However, centring of the beam during the first revolutions is also

possible with a magnetic field bump- This method has been adopted and

will be described here. The influence of the field bump on the radial

beam quality and the vertical acceptance of the central region has been

calculated and the results will be described. Also the sensitivity of

beam centring to variations in the Dee voltage will be descibed.

2.1.1. Method of calculation

The force on a charged particle in a magnetic and electric field is

given by

(1)

From this equation the forces in the median plane which determine the

radial motion can be derived. In a cartesian coordinate system with the

origin at the cyclotron centre, the x-direction along the accelerating

gap, the y-direction perpendicular to the Dee gap in the median plane
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and the z axis pointing upwards equation (1) reduces for the horizontal

motion to

(2)Fx = e * ( E x + vy *

e * ( E y - vx * Bz ) (3)

Since the B x and B components are zero in the symmetry plane the forces

are independent of the vertical velocity. In the following therefore the

radial motion will be studied without regarding the axial motion. The

electric field strength, which is inhomogeneous, is obtained at any

point of the trajectory by successively interpolation in a potential

array produced by a point iterative relaxation procedure and by diffe-

rentiation of this potential. A description of the relaxation procedure

will be given separately in appendix A. A discussion on the magnetic

field is given in the next section. The integration of the equations of

motion is done with the computer code TR1WHEEL, which uses a fourth

order Runge-Kutta integration procedure [10].

2.1.3. The shape of the field bump

Model tests have been done to investigate the shape and the

strength of bump fields produced by simple coils. Fig. 2.1a shows the

observed field distribution of two small coils between the poles of a

magnet, far from saturation, with a gap of 10 cm. The inner and outer

(au.)

f

a

- * \ 1
•^ i

, K,,,
' *—d'icm)

(an)
1

b ' ' ' ' '

,v.
-«•o i n

Figure 2.1. a) The field,
shape for a distance be-
tween the aoite of 15 mm
and SO mm in the eases 1
and Z respectively, b)
The field shape of case 2
in comparison with an
analytical expression
(see text).

diameter of the coils are 30 and 40 mm. The free space between the coils

is 15 and 30 mm for the cases 1 and 2 respectively and the number of

ampere-turns is the same in both cases. It is seen that in the first

case the field strength is higher but also that there is a return flux
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at larger radii, where the influence of the field disturbance should

vanish. Scaling the dimensions to those of the cyclotron with a mean gap

of 30 cm shows that it seems to be possible to locate two coils against

the RF liners in such a way that a field bump is produced with a

negligible return field at larger radii. Fig. 2.1b shows the model

measurements for the 30 mm case in combination with an eraperically

obtained field distribution according to the analytical formula:

-(d/r.)3

B(d) = c e (4)

with rt = 1.9 cm, c a normalisation constant and with d the distance to

the centre of the field bump. Since the field shape in the cyclotron

will be anyhow different from the one in the measurements described

above due to the influence of the shims, the agreement of the analytical

expression with the measurements has been considered to be good enough

and the relation (4) will be used in the numerical calculations as an

approximation of the shape of the magnetic field modulation caused by

the coils.

2.2. The radial motion

The inflector will be positioned in such a way, that the orbit

centre of the injected beam is approximately on the X-axis but off-

centred in that direction by about 15 nan. The drift length from the

inflector exit to the first accelerating gap is about a quarter of a

revolution. The goal is to obtain centring of the beam during the first

10 revolutions, i.e. before there is a notable influence of the

azimuthal field variation caused by the shims. The centring will be

obtained by using magnetic field bumps. Numerical calculations have been

done for two kind of bumps.

In the first case the shape of the magnetic field was chosen,

according to relation 4, as follows

-(r /r )3
B(x,y) = B^ ( 1 + D e a ) (5)

where ra is the distance to the centre of the bump A (see fig. 2.2), and
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D is the relative amplitude of the disturbance. The field strength B' is

chosen in such a way that the resulting mean field, taking into account

the contribution of the bump to the main field, is isochronous. However,

since the average field per revolution is not constant with radius the

phase of the beam will not be constant during the passage of the bump.

Figure 2.2. Sahewatiaal lay-out of the
central region.

A differently shaped magnetic field was also used in the calcula-

tions. It consists of a positive contribution to the field at the Dummy

Dee side and an negative field bump at the Dee side:

BQ( 1+ (6)

where ra and D are as defined above and rc is the distance till point C

(again, see fig 2.2). B in this case is the isochronous field strength,

since the average value of the field per revolution is not changed. For

the parameters in relations 5 and 6, necessary to obtain approximately

centred orbits, the following values obtained by trial and error have

been used in the calculations: a = 0.017, rfa = 6 cm. The locations of

the points A and C were (x,y) = (-1 cm,-10 cm) and (-1 cm, 10 cm)

respectively.

Using (6) for the magnetic field the reference orbit of a particle

leaving the inflector has been calculated with the program TRIWHEEL. The
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orbit centre of this particle is plotted in fig. 2.3a for two phases as

a function of the turn number. Without the use of field bumps the

initial position of the orbit centre would in this case correspond with

a centring error of 15 mm after 15 turns due to the effect of the Dee

voltage. The indicated phase is the central position (CP) phase as

defined by Schulte [11,12], which relates the phase of the RF voltage to

the position of the orbit centre. The orbit centers are given at the

azimuth e = 270° (see fig. 2.2), therefore the last jump of the orbit

centre due to the acceleration was to the left. Taking this into account

4 5 6 1 \ 'P L5

-25 -20
40°

Figure 2.2. The orbit centre
shift under the influence of
the bump field (a) and the
shift of the orbit centre in
ease of a 'centred' beam (b).

7 e 9 10 12 15

-15 4 0. -10

it is seen that nearly centred orbits are obtained. For comparison the

calculation was also done for the hypothetical case in which the initial

position of the orbit is chosen such that after 15 revolutions a well-

centred orbit would result without the use of bump fields. In the follo-

wing this will be called the centred case. Fig. 2.3b shows the result,

where all the initial conditions are the same as in fig. 2.3a, except

for the x-coordinate. It is seen that the behaviour as a function of

phase is different from the one in fig 2.3a. Clearly the influence of

the field bumps is phase dependent. This is caused by the fact that a

particle accelerated at a RF phase of 40° gains less energy per turn as

compared to one with a RF phase of 10° and therefore makes more revolu-

tions in the field bump region. As a result it is more influenced by the

bumps than a particle accelerated at the top of the RF. On the other

hand particles which are accelerated far from the top gain less energy

during the first gap crossing than particles at the top. Therefore after
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the first turn their position is more to the left. We conclude that the

influence of the bumps slightly overcompensates this effect of the first

gap crossing.

The calculation has also been done for a group of four particles,

which span a 800 mm.mrad area in radial phase space around the reference

orbit. In fig. 2.4 the corresponding initial location of the orbit

centers for these particles are shown. After 15 revolutions the result

is given as a function of the CP phase at the azimuth G = 270° for three

Hgure Z.4. Initial conditions fov the
orbit centevs of the "beam as used in
the calculations•

situations. Fig. 2.5a shows the orbit centers after passage through a

field with the bump-antibump configuration according to relation 6. Fig.

2.5b does similarly for a field with a single bump according to relation

5 and in fig. 2.5c the result is given for the case that the starting

positions are shifted in the x-direction in such a way that a centred

beam after 15 turns results in a homogeneous magnetic field. The only

difference between the first two cases is a slight rotation cf the

emittance figures. The difference with the last one concerns especially

the behaviour as a function of the CP phase, which is similar to the

behaviour of the central rays in fig. 2.3a and b.

From fig. 2.5 it may be concluded that it does not matter whether a

single bump or a more symmetrical configuration like the bump-antibump

is used for solving the centring problem. The last combination will be

used in the following, because it has the advantage that the isochronism

is not disturbed by varying the amplitude of this kind of field distur-

bance*
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Figure 2.5. The
the

posi-
orbittions of

centers aftev 15 revo-
lutions for 3 eases:
a) Bump-antibump eon-

figuration
b) Single bump confi-

guration
a) Beam assumed to be

initially centred

2.2.1- The influence of Dee voltage variation

The calculations have been repeated for different Dee voltages. In

fig. 2.6a the history of a central ray is plotted at an azimuth of 270°

for two phases and a 50% higher Dee voltage. The bump parameters have

not been changed. Fig. 2.6b shows the result for the case of the centred

beam. Fig. 2.6a shows that with the increased Dee voltage the centring

is achieved for a lower turn number. This may be explained by the fact

that the larger jump of the orbit centers after the first revolution,

due to the first gap crossing, is off-set by the fact that less revolu-
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tions are made in the bump field. Also the centring appears to be less

dependent on RF phase in this case. For the case of the centred btam in

fig. 2.6b the effect of the first gap crossing is not compensated,

resulting in a beam which is off-centred by about 5 mm.

The fact that after 15 turns the centring of the beam is found to

be practically independent of the Dee voltage when bumps are used, is of

special interest for the acceleration of heavy ions. The path length

during acceleration may be reduced by increasing the Dee voltage consi-

derably. This will yield a better transmission for heavy ion beams when

2 f yfmm)

Figure 2. e. The orbit centre
shift for a Dee voltage ahiah
is 50% higher than nominal un-
der the influence of the bump
field(a) and for the initially
centred aase(b)•
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the vacuum conditions in the acceleration chamber are such that due to

charge exchange processes part of the beam will be lost. It should be

remarked that this can only be used in cases where the upper Dee voltage

limit is not already reached.

The calculation at higher than nominal Dee voltage has also been

done for the four particles forming an 800 mm.rarad beam in phase space

with and without the bump-antibump field. Fig. 2.7a shows the result for

a bump-antibump field and a 10% higher Dee voltage. For comparison fig.

2.5a (the case with normal Dee voltage) is given again as fig. 2.7b. In

fig. 2.7c the Dee voltage is 50% higher. It is seen that there is hardly

an effect of small Dee voltage variations. Larger variations show a

slight RF phase effect. In fig. 2.8 the results are given for the case

of a centred beam with Dee voltages which are 10% high, normal and 50%

high respectively. The centring error is seen to be RF phase independent
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Figure 2.7. The poei-
i 5J1 frtions 5J1

centers in the bump-
antibutnp configuration
after 15 revolutions
for three values of
the Dee voltage:
a) 10% higher than

nominal
b) nominal Dee voltage
a) 50% higher than

nominal

and to vary approximately linear wich the variation of the Dee voltage.

Comparison of the figures 2.7 and 2.8 shows that especially for higher

Dee voltages the application of field bumps improves considerably the

radial beam quality for beams with phase widths of more than 20°.

2.3. The vertical motion

The forces in the vertical direction on particles in AVF cyclotrons

can be devided in three types: electric forces, magnetic forces resul-

ting from the average field gradient and magnetic forces resulting from
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Figure 2.8. The posi-
tions of the orbit
aentere after1 15
revolutions for the
oase that the beam in
initially eentred for
three values of the
Dee voltage:

a) 10% higher than
nown-naX

b) Nominal Dee voltage
a) 50% higher than

nominal

the flutter. In the following sections first the relative importance of

these forces, especially in the central region, will be discussed* Then

results of numerical calculations for the vertical motion will be given.

In these calculations the influence of the bumps and the vertical accep-

tance of the central region will be determined.

2.3.1.1. Magnetic forces

Due to the radial gradient, the azimuthally varying field and the

spiral angle particles experience forces, which can bu expressed .in the
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vertical oscillation frequency by [13]

( H ) fe
v 2= -u' n+ Z{ - — C 2 + C C' + C' 2}
z r e l n n2- 1 n 2(n2-l) n n 2n2(n2-l)

 n

where n=3,6,9... and u' is the contribution from the correction of the
rel

field for the relativistic mass increase, C (r) and $ (r) are the ampli-
n n,

tude and the phase of the flutter field, C'(r) = r — C (r) and $ ' is

related to the spiral angle e by $' = tan e .

In the centre of the cyclotron u' . vanishes. Also tfte main harmonic

field component vanishes in the centre: it becomes important only for

radii larger than 15 cm. The spiral angle of the shims begins at 40 cm

for the KV1 cyclotron. Therefore also its influence vanishes in the

centre. The field bumps, however, do introduce a spectrum of harmonics

in the centre, thereby influencing the vertical motion. Thus the only

magnetic force influencing the vertical motion during the first turns

arises from the field bumps.

2.3.1.2. Electric forces

These forces arise from the lens properties of the electric field

in the accelerating gap. Schematically this is shown in fig. 2.9. An

off-axis particle which enters an accelerating gap experiences a focu-

sing component in the first half of the gap. This force is defocusing in

Figure 2.9. The focusing
and defooueing properties
of an accelerating gap.

the second half. The net result is a weakly focusing lens with a
V2

strength proportional to .,-2 . ( V = Dee voltage, E = total voltage

experienced by a particle at the centre of the gap and d the effective

length of the gap crossing)[14]. Additional focusing arises from the

fact that the particles spend more time in the first part of the lens,

where the electric field is focusing, than in the second half. This
7 V2

contribution, called velocity focusing, is proportional to , /M . [14]
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V2

resulting in a total strength proportional to . ̂  , . Through the

quadratic dependence on •=• this force is only important in the central

region. Another important focusing term, called phase focusing, is

dependent on the moment at which the particles reach the gap. When a

particle enters a gap when the Dee voltage is decreasing, the focusing

action in the first half of the lens is larger than the defocusing

action in the second half. This results in a focusing strength equal
V

to •jjsinCó), where $ is the phase with respect to the t^p of the RF

voltage. Because of the linear dependence on the particle energy many

revolutions are influenced by this effect.

2.3.1.3. Space charge

The beam's space charge causes electrical fields which tend to

counteract focusing. Since in the central region of a cyclotron the

vertical focusing frequency v is smaller than the radial frequency v ,

space charge effects are relatively more important for the vertical

focusing conditions. We may write the influence of a vertical electric

field on v as [15]:

eE

where E z is the electric field strength acting on an envelope particle

moving at height z from the median plane and where u> is the angular

frequency. For a beam with velocity v and beam current I the field

strength on a particle due to the other particles in a bunch is given by

IG
E - z

z 4e0v8z0

where 9 is the azimuthal length of a beam burst with a rectangular cross

section in the radii.il direction and Gz is a constant characteristic for

such a cross section.

By definition the beam is at its space charge limit when the

influence of the space charge force just cancels vertical focusing. If

this occurs it will be, if we neglect the dependence on the velocity v,

at the radius where v z has its minimum value. For protons accelerated at
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10 MHz, assuming v2 =.02 at a radius of 15 cm, a phase width of 30°,

zQ=15 nun and a radial beam width of 6mm yielding Gz=6.5 [15], the

calculated limit is 4.5 mA. Because axially injected beams will not have

currents exceeding a few uA the influence of space charge will be

neglected In the following.

2.3.2. Numerical calculations

In order to obtain an estimate of the influence of the field bumps

on the vertical motion and for estimating the vertical acceptance of the

central region numerical calculations have been performed. In these

calculations the vertical motion has been assumed to be linear In the

vertical coordinates- The limit of the validity of this assumption is

illustrated in fig. 2.10, where the calculated particle trajectories are

SECOND GAP CROSSING

Figure 2,10, The foausing properties
o]an accelerating gap as a function
of the vertical displacement.

-40 0 40 80
REVOLUTION DEGREES

given at the second gap crossing for different vertical starting posi-

tions. It is seen that the lens strength may be taken to be constant for

beam heights up to about 60% of the lens opening. This linear property

facilitates the calculation of the vertical motion, since with this

assumption two particles with starting conditions (1,0) and (0,1) for

the vertical coordinates (z,z'), with z the vertical coordinate and z'

the relative vertical velocity, describe the vertical motion completely

for a particular RF phase (the electric focusing is RF phase dependent).

From the transfer matrix of the vertical motion the phase advance $ of

the oscillatory motion can be determined according to 2coaf>=aj;+a22 >

where a nand a22 are the diagonal elements of the transfer zaatrix[16].

The vertical oscillation frequency can be determined directly from the

phase advance. The linearity of the vertical motion also enables us to

transform the vertical boundaries in any part of the trajectory back to

the starting point, yielding the vertical acceptance at injection.
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The influence of the field bumps can be seen most clearly by calcu-

lating the vertical oscillation frequency. In fig- 2.11 v2 is plotted as

a function of radius for different CP phases and for three configura-

tions of the magnetic field. Case 0 corresponds to a constant field

without field bumps, so the focusing is determined by electric forces

only. Case 1 corresponds to the situation with one bump and case 2 to

the bump-antibump combination. Also indicated in the figure is v2 .
z.mag

which arises from the flutter of the azimuthally varying field. With a

Figure 2.11. The vertical oscillation frequencies (squared)
as a function of radius for 2 different phases.
0-without bump field
1-with one single bump field
2-with the bump-antibump eombination i

double bump there is a slight increase of vz compared to the situation

without a bump. This is caused by the azimuthal variation in the field

produced by the bump. With a single bump (positive) there will be a

considerable increase in v2 . This results from the negative value of

the field gradient for radii larger than 10 cm. From the figure it is

also seen that the influence is independent of the RF phase.

The vertical acceptance of the central region transformed backwards

to the exit of the inflector is shown in fig. 2.12a for two values of

the CP phase. Since the vertical apertures of the Dee and the Dummy Dee

are made to increase with radius all revolutions determine about equally

the vertical acceptance.

Fig. 2.12b shows the acceptance for a 50% higher Dee voltage and

the same CP phases, illustrating that the acceptance decreases with

increasing Dee voltage. This may be explained by the fact that the lens
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strength for a given turn number is lower for a higher Dee voltage,

iince then the particle has a larger velocity. Therefore the oscillation

amplitude is increased, yielding a decrease in acceptance.

1-300 10°

•100

I N-l

Figure 2.12. The vertical aeeeptanoe
of the central region for two RF
phases.

2.4. Acceleration in the third harmonic mode

When the revolution frequency of the particles us is too low to be

within the range of the RF system (which is 4-14.6 MHz for the KVI

cyclotron) the frequency of the RF can be chosen to be w^j. = hu , where

h is the harmonic number (for a one Dee cyclotron h=3,5,...). The

particle motion for the case h=3 has also been examined. The calcula-

tions were done with the bump-antibump configuration, because in the

third harmonic mode the RF phase excursions with one single bump, which

were rather small in the fundamental mode, become so large that a

significant part of the beam would be lost vertically.

In fig. 2.13 the positions of 9 particles, which at the start cover

the area illustrated in fig. 2.4, after 15 revolutions for different CP

phases are given. Here the mean values of the orbit center coordinates

during the last revolution have been plotted. From a comparison of the

results of these calculations with the corresponding results for the

fundamental mode of acceleration, h=l, the following conclusions can be

drawn:

- Because of the larger transit time with respect to the RF voltage

the energy gained during the first gap crossing is less. As a
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result the amplitude of the bumps has to be increased by 15% for

obtaining a centred beam.

- The centring of the beam is more sensitive to the CP phase. This

is clearly shown in fig. 2.13.

- A 20° width in RF phase of the beam after 15 turns corresponds to

36° at the start of acceleration, showing that for h = 3 there is

a strong phase compression ( for h=l this is about 5.7%).

It is especially due to this last effect that the RF phase acceptance is

approximately equal for first and third harmonic acceleration.

Figure 2.13. The positions of
the orbit centers in the third
harmonic rriode of acceleration
after 15 revolutions for the
nominal Dee voltage as a func-
tion of the phase.

Figure 2.14. The positions
of the orbit centers after
11 revolutions in the third
harmonic mode of accelera-
tion for a Dee voltage which
is 50% higher than nominal.

The calculation was also done for a 50% higher Dee voltage. In fig.

2.14 the orbit centers after 11 revolutions are given, after which the

influence of the bumps has vanished. The orbit centers are displaced by

nearly 2 mm when compared to the situation with nominal Dee voltage. It

is clear that the influence of the bumps and of the first gap crossing

are not as well matched in third harmonic mode of acceleration as in the
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fundamental mode. Nevertheless the centring is still acceptable.

The vertical acceptance in the third harmonic mode for the bump-

antibump situation is given in fig. 2.15. The width of the acceptance

figure is larger than for h=l. This is caused by the vertical phase

focusing: In third harmonic mode the accelerating field varies much more

rapidly during the passage of the gap than in fundamental mode, leading

to a larger difference between the focusing and the defocusing forces.

Figure h^_ The
of the

vertical
centralacceptance

region in the third harmonic
mode of acceleration.

2.5. Conclusions

The numerical calculations show that by using a single or a pair of

field bumps it is possible to centre an axially injected beam without

appreciable loss of radial beam quality. Centring in this way is insen-

sitive to Dee voltage variations, which is not only convenient from a

practical point of view, but which may be very useful for the

acceleration of heavy ions. The bump-antibump combination improves

vertical focusing slightly. When a single bump is used, vertical

focusing is considerably improved, at the price however of changing the

RF phase history of the beam-

Acceleration in the third harmonic mode is entirely feasible in a

central region with field bumps-
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APPENDIX

Introduction

A description will be given of the relaxation method as used to solve

the Laplace equation for cyclotron central region geometries. Nelson [1,2]

started with this kind of calculations at the University of Maryland and

Louis work [3,4] at the University of British Columbia was based on this.

Houtman [5] wrote the source program of the current version of the

relaxation code, which has been adapted to the VAX 11/780 system by

Kost[6]. The basic features of this code are:

- The capability of handling data arrays of over one million points

for the storage of the electric potential

- The convergence of the iteration process can be optimized by

choosing the correct over-relaxation factor

- Starting conditions for a large problem can be obtained In a fast

way by increasing the grid spacing and iterating over a rough grid

The iterative method

The aim Is to find the electric potential *, which is the solution of

the Laplace equation:

7 * = 0 (1)

within the rectangular grid with boundary planes x=0, x=ph, y=0, y=qh, z=0

and z=rh. In the problems to be studied the boundary planes will have

Dirichlet boundary conditions (planes of symmetry) or the planes or part

of them have fixed potential. Also inside the volume there will be groups

of points with fixed potential forming the electrodes of the physical

problem.

In order to solve (1) numerically we transform the differential

equation into a difference equation in the potential at discrete mesh
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points, which is at the point (x,y,z)=(ih,jh.kh):

i-l . 3+1 j-l . k+1 k-1
h2 F E2

where only subscripts differing from i,j and k are given. From this

relation it is seen that the potential in a point can be determined by a

weighted average of the potential of the neighbouring points:

*i,j,k= < *1+1
 + V l + *j+l

+ *j-l+ Vl^k-l*'6 (3)

The discretization error for this approximation can be determined from the

Taylor expansion of the potential in the neighbouring points. In this way

one obtains:

•i+i4*i-1-
tVi*j-1-

rtw.i-|Vi = 6* +T- '2* +

h4 , &24> 624> 62* , , ,6 ...

Using (1) this shows that the discretization error is proportional to the

fourth power of the mesh spacing.

Other errors are introduced by approximating the electrode geometry

by a limited number of mesh points. Both sources of errors can, however,

be reduced as far as desired by choosing the mesh spacing small enough-

The method of successive over-relaxation

The iterative sequence for this method is described by:

n+1 n a , n+1 n n+1 n ^.n+1 n , n .
*ijk = * + ë f V i ^ i + i ^ j - i ^ j + i ^ k - i ^ k + r 6 * 1 (5)

where a is the relaxation factor and 4 ., is the n estimate for the

potential in the point (i,j,k). The introduction of the relaxation factor

increases the convergence speed of the iteration process fl]. Analysis of

boundary value problems has shown that the optimum value of the relaxation

factor depends on the problem size as follows [3,7]:

Z & / ( + ^ + ) (6)
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The optimum factor a is thus determined by the problem size. For

solutions of the Laplace equation for the cyclotron central region

geometries p and q are about 10 times larger than r. This dimension

therefore determines the relaxation factor. To check the convergence speed

for a typical problem, representing the central region o£ the cyclotron,

the iteration has been repeated for different relaxations factors. The

dimensions are (p,q,r)=(141,91,13). The starting conditions are obtained

by doubling the grid spacing in each direction and iterating 50 times

with 3=1-5. After expanding the grid again 30 iterations were carried out

for different a. The fastest value of a obtained in this way is somewhere

between 1.6 and 1-7, while (6) predicts a.=1.72. The difference can be
b

explained as follows: In the formal derivation of (6) boundary planes are

Neumann or Dirichlet surfaces, while all interior points are supposed to

be free to vary. In the problem, however, there are many interior fixed

points, most of them in the planes z=9 until z=13. Therefore the effective

r value is somewhat smaller.
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CHAPTER THREE

Acceleration aspects of the internal beam

3.1. Introduction

Several effects Influence the acceleration process of the beam. One

category produces centring errors through real and apparent first harmo-

nic field perturbations. When the beam is off-centred it will execute a

coherent radial oscillation. The phase of this oscillation will differ

for particles with different RF phase. As a result the density of the

beam in phase space dilutes and this causes problems at extraction ana

an increased energy spread of the external beam. The influence of

various effects will be examined by representing them as equivalent

first harmonics.

Beam centring in a cyclotron without separated turns can be deter-

mined semi-quantitatively by measuring the current density J as a func-

tion of radius, where J = -—, with I the beam current and Ar the radial

gain per turn. This is because this last term, Ar, has an oscillatory

part if the beam is off-centred. In order to examine the relation

between beam centring and the variation of the current density, a simple

computer code has been written. In this code we calculate the motion of

the orbit centre under the influence of field perturbations as well as

the resulting variation in the current density as it would be measured

with a differential probe. The aim is to enaMe a quantitative analysis

of differential probe measurements and to determine the optimal settings

of the harmonic coils with respect to beam centring. An important para-

meter in these calculations is the radial oscillation frequency vr.

Therefore special attention will be given to obtaining v r as a function

of radius in the cyclotron.

It is very desirable to be able to calculate accurately the phase

history of the beam without having to resort to direct measurements of

the RF phase of the beam. This is especially true for the acceleration

of heavy ion beams, where the phase measurements are difficult on

account of low beam currents and of 'spurious' ions originating from
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charge exchange processes. Therefore the decermination of the phase

history by Deans ol a numerical computer code has been studied. It is

described in section 3.3. The results have been compared with

measurements of the phase history. In order to be able to do so the

value of the Dee voltage should be known absolutely. Therefore a

calibration of this voltage has be2n carried out. A description of the

calibration procedure is given in section 3.3.1.

In section, 3.4. the determination of a median plane error, which

was found to exist just before extraction, is described.

3.2. Beam centring during acceleration

3.2.1. First harmonic effects

The Dee bias.

A dc voltage Vfa (usually 600-1000 V) is applied to the Dee to avoid

multipactoring[l]. Through this voltage the orbit centre shifts on

each gap crossing by an amount R V./2nV cos$, with $ the phase of

the beam, Rn the radius, n the turn number and V^ the Dee voltage.

The direction of the shift is along the Dee gap. The corresponding

amplitude of the equivalent first harmonic field component Is:

2i c
(3.1)

The effect is important in the central region where n is still small

and especially for low V^. The Dee bias Is only necessary for

starting up the Dee voltage and may be switched off when the

operational value is reached. This, however, is not practical when

there are problems with holding Dee voltage.

The gap-crossing resonance.

This resonance or ginates from the interaction between the three-

fold symmetry of the magnetic field and the two-fold symmetry of the

accelerating structure[2]. The amplitude of the equivalent first-

harmonic field component is in first approximation[3,4]

C2 - -57: {(11A3)2+(9B3)
Z}'1 (3.2)
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where A3 and Bj are the amplitudes of the cosine and sine Fourier

components of the third harmonic in the magnetic field. The phase of

this component in the frame of fig- 2.2 is:

* » -arctan(B3/A3) + *0 , where »0= 225°.

The bevelled Dee.

In order to decrease the capacitance of the Dee and to increase the

flexibility in choosing the position of the extractor the Dee has

been given a bevelled shape (see fig. 1.2). Through this shape the

orbit centre shifts by an amount[5] AR sin a per turn. The equiva-

lent first harmonic field perturbation due to this effect is:

(3.3)

where AR is the gain in radius per turn and a is the angle of the

bevelled Dee, which is 15°. The shift of the orbit centre due to

this effect is perpendicular to the Dee edge.

Voltage distribution along Dee gap.

An asymmetrical voltage distribution along the Dee gap also results

in an apparent first harmonic field with its phase along the Dee gap

and with amplitude:

where AV is the voltage difference with respect to the mean value

of the Dee voltage. For the KVI cyclotron the only data available on

this voltage distribution originate from measurements on a scale

model[6].

Field imperfection.

The cyclotron magnetic field will differ from perfect 3-fold

symmetry. For the KVI cyclotron accurate field measurements of the

first harmonic field strengths are not available, but values of a
-4

few times 10 are to be expected.

Initial displacement of the orbit centre.

This may be caused by a wrong position of the internal ion source or

in case of axial injection by the fact that the field bump coils do
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not compensate completely for an initial error in the orbit centre.

In fig. 3.1 several amplitudes, relative to the magnetic field, of

equivalent first harmonic components are given as a function of radius

for a 30 MeV proton beam. In the central region there are several

effects of comparable magnitude. For larger radii the influence of the

Dee bevel is dominant. It should be noted, that with increasing radius

the turn density increases, resulting in a stronger effect of pertur-

bations at larger radii.

Figure 3.1. Relative amplitudes of se-
veral equivalent first harmonie compo-
nents for SO MeV protons, with Vj=30
kV, Vb=700 V and $=0. 1 = Dee Was,
2 = gay aroseing resonance, S = bevel-
led Vee, 4 = Vee voltage distribution

40 BO"
R km)

In addition to the various sources of equivalent first harmonic

fields mentioned above the cyclotron has 5 sets of harmonic coils

located at different radii. A set of these coils consists of three coils

in each of the three valleys of the upper and lower pole. They are

connected in such a way that they produce field components with variable

amplitude and phase without disturbing the mean field. The first

harmonic amplitude vs radius for the coils at maximum excitation is

given in fig. 3.2. Since field measurements for coils 3 and 4 are not

available the amplitude for these two has been estimated by comparing

ampere-turns with those of coils 2 and 5.
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Figure 3.2. Measured and estimated amplitudes of the first harmonic
components of the fully excited valley coils as a function of radius.

3.2.2. The influence of first harmonic components.

From the Hamiltonian which describes the influence of field errors

on the radial motion the equations of motion for the orbit centre under

the influence of harmonic effects can be derived[7,8]. When only first

harmonic perturbations are considered these equations are:

^ = - ir { RC sin ¥ + 2y (v -1) }
dn r

& = TT { RC cos f + 2x
dn

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

where x and y are the coordinates of the orbit centre as defined in fig.

2.2, n the turn number, C and ? are amplitude and phase of the harmonic

component respectively and v is the radial oscillation frequency.

3.2.3. Calculation of the radial oscillation frequency

An important quantity in equation (3.5) is the radial oscillation

frequency v which is a function of radius. In the computer code Cyfase

(see section 3.3.2) v can be calculated with two different methods. The

first one uses analytical formulas where v is expressed in the various

field quantities according to formula (7.10) from ref.[7]. In the second

method the equations of motion are solved numerically. From the resul-

ting transfer matrix of the radial oscillations around the equilibrium

orbit v can be obtained, as described in [9]. In fig. 3.3 the values
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of v -1 are given as a function of radius for Che two different methods.

Up to r=60cm there is a good agreement between the results, but for

larger radii the differences are larger than acceptable, because for the

prediction of the current density plots the phase of the precessional

motion should be known to within approximately 15°, while for Instance

between 80 and 100 cm the mutual differences would lead to a difference

of about 250° in the phase of the oscillations. An investigation showed
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that the origin of these differences is in the assumptions under which

the analytical expression was derived[10]: all terms in the field deri-

vatives higher than first order have been assumed to be small, while

these quantities become large with increasing radii in our cyclotron. If

the higher derivatives would have been included, however, they could not

have been determined, because the accuracy of the magnetic field

measurements was not better than ±1 Gauss, and the mutual differences

between the data are small. Since the values for v obtained with the

analytical expression are not accurate enough, the values obtained with

the numerical integrations will be used.

3.2.4. The motion of the orbit centre

Using equation 3.5 the motion of the orbit centre has been calcu-

lated for 30 MeV protons, taking into account the equivalent first har-

monics from fig. 3.1 and a contribution from the inner harmonic coils.

Based on this motion the current density, as it would be measured with

the differential probe of the main target[11,12], has also been calcu-

lated. Because of the various first harmonic effects, a particle can not

be centred during the whole acceleration process. Therefore one should
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aim for a beam, which is centred for an as large as possible part of the

precessional history. Since the turn density as well as the radial

oscillation frequency v increase with increasing radius, the emphasis

should be on centring the beam at the second half of the radial inter-

val, which roughly coincides with the region, starting at 65 cm, where

the Dee has a bevelled shape. When the current density does not show

variations in the region of the Dee cut-back, it will be centred with

respect to a point not coincident with the machine centre[4] and thus it

will have to execute a radial oscillation before reaching this region.

Figure 3.4. Calculated
aurrent density versus
radius for a beam with a
phase width of 6 degrees
and zero central phase

The calculated current density is given in fig. 3.4 for a beam with

a RF-phase width of 6 degrees and accelerated on the top of the RF-

voltage. The radial target width as a function of radius is chosen in

the calculations in such a way that it corresponds with the effective

width inside the cyclotron. Because of the geometry of the target, which

is a 10 mm thick plate mounted (insulated) behind a 15 mm thick body in

such a way that it extends 1 mm towards the center, the width is deter-

mined by the angle of incidence of the beam on the target. Therefore

there is not much information in the figure at small radii because the

angle of incidence on the target is negative (directed inwards with

respect to circle motion) resulting in a negligible differential target

width. At radii larger than about 90 cm information is lost because the

radial extent of the target exceeds the turn separation. Just before the

onset of the Dee bevel the variation of the current density shows that

the beam executes a radial oscillation indeed. For larger radii the

rather smooth behaviour of the current density reflects the fact that

the beam is well 'centred'. For this phase width and phase history the

position of the orbit centers can be obtained from fig. 3.5, where it is
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given at 5 radii as a function of the RF phase. It Is seen that only for

small phase widths it is possible to have the orbit centers close

together at all radii.

Figure 3.5. The positions of
the orbit centers for 5 radii
ae a function of the RF phase
of the particles

In fig. 3.6 the calculated current density is given for a beam

under the same conditions as in fig. 3.4 except that the central phase

of the bunch of particles is 15 degrees. From fig. 3.5 we would expect a

large spread in the positions of the orbit centers, which explains the

observed variation in the current density in fig. 3.6.

"i -
Figure 2.6. Calculated 3.
current density versus >?
radius. Phase width: 6 g
degrees, central phase: ^
15 degrees g

5

In fig. 3.7 the results are given for a beam with the same central

phase of 15° and with a phase width of 30 degrees. In this case the

spread in the number of turns due to non-zero RF phase width is so large

that serious precessional mixing occurs, as shown by the levelling off

of the current density modulation with radius.
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Figure 3.7. Calculated
aurrent density versus
radius. Phase width: 30
degrees, central phase
15 degrees

3.2.5. Discussion

From the calculation of the motion of the orbit centre and the cur-

rent density the following conclusions can be drawn;

- The amplitude and the phase of the variations in the current density

are proportional to the size and the direction of displacements of the

orbit center if the phase width of the beam is small and if tfce beam

is accelerated on the top of the RF voltage. Only under these circum-

stances we can be certain that a smooth current density indicates a

well centred beam. The optimal setting of the inner harmonic coils for

beam centring can then be determined by using current deasity plots.

For acceleration at the top of the RF voltage this is valid for phase

widths up to 15°. When the beam is accelerated at e.g. 10° from the

top this is only valid for phase widths of a few degrees.

- An increased phase width of the beam or a central phase of more than

10° will cause an increase in the spread of the orbit centers. Also

the mean position of the orbit centers changes in these cases. Because

both effects have a similar influence on the current density plots,

they can not be distinguished. As a result of this the interpretation

of the current density plots is inconclusive under these

circumstances*

- In the calculations no allowance has been made for the emittance of

the beam. Moreover, a trapezoidal intensity distribution with RF phase

is assumed. Since neither of these factors are accurately known for

real beams a comparison of the calculated current density with

measurements would have only a limited value.

- The centring of the beam is very sensitive to the RF phase history

during acceleration. Since the central particle phase should be nega-
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tive in the central region to provide vertical focusing it may be

advantageous to trim the magnetic field in such a way that I M = 0

for a particle with the central phase in the bunch, A* being the phase

difference with the top of the accelerating voltage. Under such

circumstances the positions of the orbit centers are given in fig. 3.8

for a beam with a 30 degrees phase width at R=118cm, just before

extraction. Two cases are shown, the difference being a 1.5% variation

in the amplitude of the first harmonic coils. The figure shows cases

where the area, occupied by the orbit centers, is as small as possible

and therefore also shows that an accuracy of a few percent is needed

in the setting of the inner harmonic coils.

- • •„

Figure 3.8. The positions of
the orbit centers at R=118 an
for two oases, which differ by
an amount of 1.6% in the ampli-
tude of the inner harmonie
noils, showing the sensitivity
for these variations
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Special attention has been paid to the influence of the bevelled Dee.

Calculations which included the influence of the third set of harmonic

coils to compensate for this effect showed no measurable improvement

in centring. This is explained by noting that the first harmonic

component in the field produced by these coils and the apparent first

harmonic due to the bevelled Dee do not have sufficient overlap as a

funclon of radius to allow compensation. In figure 3.9 the position of

the orbit centers is given for the case of a straight Dee in compari-

son with one of the results of figure 3.8. It is seen that the area

occupied by the orbit centers is reduced to about 60% for a straight

Dee with respect to the case of the bevelled Dee.
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3.3. The RF phase of the internal beam

The phase behaviour of the internal beam is determined by the exact

shape of the magnetic field and thus also by the settings of the concen-

tric coils. Because of the large number of turns the phase of the inter-

nal beam is very sensitive to deviations of the magnetic field from the

isochronous value, especially in the third harmonic mode of

acceleration. It is important that the central phase of the beam is

close to zero because:

- The path length in the machine is then as short as possible, which is

especially important for the acceleration of heavy ions, where inten-

sity loss caused by charge exchange with residual gas may occur.

- Deviations influence the precessional motion resulting in an increased

emittance of the beam, as shown in the preceding section.

- It is a neccesary condition for single turn extraction.

It is therefore desirable that the settings of the concentric coils can

be determined accurately, preferably in a fast way. For this purpose the

program Cyfase has been written[13,14]. It calculates the phase of the

beam on the basis of previously measured magnetic fields. For a compari-

son of the results of the program with measurements of the phase history

the number of turns and therefore Dee voltage should be known absolute-

ly. Therefore the Dee voltage has been calibrated by a method described

in the next section-
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3-3.1. Dee voltage calibration

The Dee voltage is routinely measured with a capacitive voltage

divider circuit. The system has been calibrated absolutely by determi-

ning the endpoint energy of the Brehmsstrahlungs spectrum resulting from

elctrons, which were accelerated towards and stopped in the Dee[15]. The

electrons were thermally emitted by a modified filament in the internal

source, which extended to above the Dee. The X-rays were observed with a

0.5 cc intrinsic germanium detector with a resolution of 300 eV at 30

kV. It was positioned behind a 5 mm perspex window in the vacuum chamber

I 0 3
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Figure 3.10. An example of a
photon spectrum as measured
with a Germanium deteotor.
The end point energy of the
-photons aan be determined
accurately

ENERGY (keV)

at a distance of 2 meter from the puller. Figure 3.10 gives an example

of a photon spectrum obtained in this way for a nominal Dee voltage of

20 kV. For higher Dee voltages the X-ray yield was so large that an

extra absorber was necessary to lower the intensity of low energy

photons. From an analysis of the data it is shown that the end point

energy can be determined with an accuracy of ±100 eV in this way[16].

Frequency variation showed a decrease of the end point energy of 2% for

a frequency of 13.5 MHz with respect to the value at 11.5 Mite and lower

frequencies. This may be caused by differences in the variation of the

Dee voltage along the gap, because the position of the Dee voltmeter was

about 1.3 meter from the position where the X-rays were produced.

Another reason for this may be a frequency dependence of the Dee

voltmeter output.
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3.3.2. Calculation of the phase of the internal beam

The program Cyfase is based on ideas developed at MSU in writing

the program Fielder[17]. It is an interactive code and the internal

phase behaviour can be calculated basically in two different ways. In

the first method the revolution frequency as a function of radius is

calculated with analytical expressions, for which both the analytical

results of Hagedoorn and "erster[7] and those of Gordon[18] have been

used in the calculations. The second method is slower, since the

equations of motion, as given in reference [9], are integrated numeri-

cally. In both cases the phase behaviour is determined from the

revolution frequencies and the starting phase. In order to obtain

optimal concentric coil settings there is an option in which the program

tries to fit the RF phase behaviour to a prescribed function. Usually

this function is ^>(a)=0, except at small radii, where the beam has to

be accelerated at negative phases to satisfy the vertical focusing

requirements. The fitting process is based on concentric coil influences

as calculated from measured coil fields and yields reasonable results in

three iteration steps.

Figure 3.11. The oalaulated
revolution frequency diffe-
rences versus radius as ob-
tained with different calau-
lational methods, 1 = analy-
tical formulae from [7], 2 =
analytical formlaes from
[17J, 3 = numerical orbit
integrations[9]

'm)
In figure 3.11 the result of the program is given for a 30 MeV

proton beam using the methods outlined above. It shows the difference of

the calculated beam revolution frequency and the reference value of

9.7067 MHz as a function of radius, for radii up to 80 cm the results of

the two analytical expressions agree very well with each other, apart
-4

from a constant difference of 3.10 . The result of the numerical

integration oscillates between the analytical results in this region.

For larger radii the differences between the different methods are so

large that they would result in appreciable phase slips large enough to

cause beam loss* Because the numerical integration of the equations of



motion should produce the most accurate phase prediction, this method

was investigated further by comparing it with measurements of the phase

of the internal beam.

3.3.3. Comparison of calculated results with experiments

The results for the internal beam phase, as obtained with numerical

orbit integrations, have been compared with actual measurements of the

internal beam phase. The internal beam phase was obtained by measuring

gamma rays, produced by the beam hitting the main target, with a Nal

scintillator and a photomultiplier. The resolution of the combination

was better than 1 ns. The output signal was timed against a signal from

the RF voltage. Since low energy photons could not be detected in this

way the phase could only be obtained for radii larger than about 60 cm.

By limiting the internal phase width by means of slits in the central

region a resolution of about 4 degrees was obtained. An absolute

calibration of the phase was obtained by varying the frequency of the

acceleration voltage until the beam was plus or minus 90 out of phase

with the RF voltage [19].

There was a systematic discrepancy between the calculated and the

measured phase behaviour. In order to discover the reason for this

effect the calculations and measurements have been done for 4 beams ac
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different field settings. In all these cases reasonable agreement could

be obtained when in the calculations the magnetic field was lowered by

(9 ± l)*10 for radii larger than 80 cm. This was done by increasing

the field contribution of concentric coil nr.8 by this amount and

simultaneously decreasing the contribution of the outermost concentric
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coil. In figure 3.12 the result of such a fit is given for a 120 MeV

alpha beam. The starting phase has been used as fitting parameter

together with the setting of the outermost concentric coil. To improve

the sensitivity of the comparison, care has been taken that in all the

experiments the phase behaviour has a minimum and a maximum (as for

instance in the figure from 65 to 85 cm and at 115 cm respectively).

To find the cause for the discrepancy between calculated and

measured phase the influence of the concentric coils was checked in two

ways: by measuring the field contribution of the coils in the centre of

the cyclotron and by measuring the influence of the coils on the beam

phase. The measured coil fields and the fields used in the calculations

did agree with each other as well as the calculated and the measured

coil influences. Also the comparison of the concentric coil fields with

their number of ampere-turns did not show any peculiarities. One reason

for the origin of the differences may be in the fact that all magnetic

field data used in the calculations have been obtained from measurements

in one sector of 120 degrees; the available 360 degrees measurements do

not seem very reliable.

3.4. Determination of a median plane error

The measurement of the beam current with the target located just

before the extractor entrance (target Ty, see fig.4.1) enables an

examination of the vertical motion, because it is equipped with vertical

fingers. Under normal operating conditions it appeared that the beam

comes from above the median plane just i"fore extraction. This is shown

in figure 3.13 where the current measured on the different fingers as a

function of radius is given. The effect could be influenced by median

plane correction: An extra power supply is connected over one of the

coils of concentric coil nr.ll, which has its gradient in this region.

This is illustrated clearly in the lower part of figure 3.13, where

almost all the beam current is measured on the middle finger. Because of

the limited radial range of the finger target, the effect has been

studied further with the main target. Since the construction of this

target did not permit easy installation of vertical fingers the

information has been obtained by means of collimators mounted on the
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Figure 3-13. The current distribution as measured irith a
finger probe. The upper traces show that the beam eomes from
above the median plane. The lower traces show that the
effect can be cancelled uith median plane correction

TOTAL CURRENT I SEPTUM

WITHOUT MEDIAN
PLANE CORRECTION

veMical dm

WITH MEDIAN
PLANE CORRECTION

LOWER FINGE
^M ' •• I

116 117 118

Rfcm)

target head. The upper trace in figure 3.14 was obtained with a

collimator of 5 mm both in vertical and radial direction. It is seen

that the beam current is almost reduced to zero at a radius of about 115

cm. Since the width of the collimator corresponds with the radial

interval of one vertical oscillation period, the excursion of the beam

DIFFERENTIAL PROBE
MAIN PROBE

TARGET HOUSING

figure 3.14. Traces sho-
wing tïïê radial extent
of the median plane er*-
rov. At the right a ra-
dial aross-seation of
the main target is given
for the different oases.

R (cm)
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f om the geometrical median plane is estimated to be about 2.5 mm. The

Bt :ond trace in the figure, which is intended as a reference, shows

racral oscillations as recorded with the differential probe. In the

third trace the main target was equipped with a vertical nail of two mm

radial width below the median plane. It turns out that in this way not

only radial oscillations are observed, but, more interestingly, also

vertical oscillations are observed. In the region before extraction the

beam passes the nail completely without median plane correction. In the

lowest trace, where a median plane correction current of 10 A was

applied for concentric coil nr.ll, the beam remains in the geometrical

median plane.

The median plane shift as caused by the correction current has also

been calculated using a formula given by reference [20]. The calculated

median plane shift for a correction current of 10 A is given In fig.

3.15. In this figure it has not been taken Into account that in reality

Figure 3.15. Calculated
median plane shift for a
10 A correction current
of concentric coil 11

this effect is broadened through the Influence of the flutter in this

region (Ar = ±4cm). It may be concluded that the calculated influence

reasonably agrees with the experimental obtained one. Although the

median plane correction suggests that there is a short circuit in one of

the outermost concentric coils, a check of the voltage drop did not

support this suggestion.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Experimental study of the extraction system

4.1.Introduction

The process of extracting a beam from a cyclotron may be divided

Into three parts:

- generation of sufficient radial separation between the last

circulating turn and the path of the extracted beam

- deflection of the extracted beam

- introduction of radial focusing In the fringing field

The gain in radius due to the energy increase of the beam by itself is

not enough to obtain high extraction efficiencies. There are two

methods, however, for obtaining large turn separations at the extraction

radius.

In the first one, the regenerative method, extra turn separation is

obtained by generating a radial oscillation with a linearly increasing

amplitude at the u =1 resonance by means of electrostatic devices[l,2].

An electrostatic channel is placed at the position where the largest

gain in radius occurs.

In the second method, called precessional extraction, a relatively

small oscillation amplitude is excited at the v =1 resonance by a small

first harmonic in the field and the turn separation is obtained through

the resulting precession of the orbits after the resonance region [3].

The advantage of the latter method is that the beam is accelerated

further into the fringing field so that higher energies can be obtained

and only small oscillation amplitudes are necessary. A disadvantage of

the precessional method is that the beam has to pass the radius where

v =2u . The coupling between the horizontal and the vertical motion is
r z

strong at this point and the beam will blow up vertically when the

radial oscillation amplitude is too large and when the beam does not

pass the resonance region fast enough[3].

For the precessional method, which is used at the KVI cyclotron,
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the turn separation AR in the extraction region is given by

AR = AR +• 2ÏÏA (v -1) sin V

where AR is the turn separation due to the energy increase with a

maximum value of 1.2 mm in the constant orbit acceleration mode, A and

Y are the amplitude and phase of the precessional motion. With the

second term values of a few millimeters can easily be obtained by means

of the outer harmonic coils-

Deflection of the beam is carried out by an extraction system. Such

a system begins with an electrostatic channel, which consists of a

grounded electrode, the septum, and at a distance of approximately 5 mm

an electrode at negative high voltage. At the front side the septum has

a V-shaped slot with a length of 4 cm. The purpose of this slot is to

distribute heat caused by beam hitting the front side. Fig. 4.1

illustrates the lay-out of the extractor which has been in use since the

cyclotron was completed. The electrostatic channel has an azimuthal

length of 50°, corresponding to about 1 m. The target Tj is located just

in front of the entrance. It has a radial range of a few centimeters.

Immediately at the end of the channel the beam current can be measured

Figure 4.1. Azimuthal position of
the different extraction and beam
diagnostic elements.

HIGH VOLTAGE
ELECTRODE

with target Tj. Further downstream, at 120° from the entrance of the

extractor, there is a passive magnetic channel (see also sec. 4.2.3)

with a length of 10°, consisting of pieces of Iron. The purpose of this

channel is to provide radial focusing to the beam* The cyclotron's main

target 1Q is located after this channel. This target is movable between
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the radii of 40 cm and 165 cm. Experiments with this first extractor

will be given in chapter 4.2.

With the extractor as described above the maximum beam energy which
„2

can be extracted is 120 •? MeV. It is determined by the maximum voltage
A

which can be applied to the elctrode. Since the cyclotron has a bending

limit of 160 q2/A MeV a new extraction system has been designed, capable

of extracting this maximum energy. In this extractor the electrostatic

channel is somewhat weaker and it is followed by an electromagnetic

channel with a length of 50 degrees, which also provides radial

focusing. A description of the performance of this device will be given

in section 4.3.

In fig. 4.2 an example of the acceptance of the electrostatic

channel in the phase space of the radial motion is given. The septum and

the electrode at the deflector entrance are represented by the vertical

lines with a spacing corresponding to the channel width. The finite

(mrad)

Figure 4.2. Representation of the radial
acceptance of the electrostatic channel in
phase space.

thickness of the septum is indicated. The exit of the channel has been

transformed linearly backwards to the entrance, resulting in necessary

conditions for the relative radial momenta of the beam at the entrance

position. Because the azimuthal position of the entrance of the

extractor is at a valley-hill boundary the particle orbits are directed

outwards by approximately 90 mrad with respect to a circle motion, which

explains the vertical scale. The area of the acceptance is approximately

5mm x 5mrad. The dashed line, called the septum shadow, indicates that

particles on the last revolution may get lost at the cyclotron centre

side of the septum, when they just pass the septum entrance and have a
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positive radial velocity with respect to the septum, which is with

respect to the central orbit of the extracted beam.

4.2. Experiments with the first extractor

The performance of the first extractor in day-to-day operation is

rather low when compared with extraction systems in use at other machi-

nes. Depending on such circumstances as internal beam quality and the

care exercised on optimalisar.ion, the extraction efficiency ranges from

25-40%, while values of 50-90% have been reported for other machines[4].

The following possible causes of beam loss have been investigated in

order to try to understand this low extraction efficiency:

- effective septum thickness

- matching of beam emittance to t... nominal channel acceptance

- deviations from the optimal curvature of the channel.

The experiments described in this section have been carried out with a

30 MeV proton beam.

4.2.1. The septum thickness

The septum has been designed in such a way that its thickness

increases linearly from 0.3 mm at the entrance to 10 mm at the exit. The

Figure 4.S. The currents measured with the
targets 7j and T- as a function of the
radial -position óf target 2^. The effea-
tive septum thickness is defined ae the
difference in radius betaeen the points A
and B.

effective thickness for the beam has been determined experimentally

using the targets Tj and T2- The signals, produced by the beam current,

of these targets were alternately used as input signal for the ordinate

of an X-Y recorder, while the position signal of target T^ was used as

input for the abcis. In this way a plot as in fig. 4.3 was recorded. At
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point A the internal beam current decreases and at point B the first

external current is observed. The distance between these points

determines the effective septum thickness.

In order to distinguish beam loss on the 'septum shadow' from beam

loss due to the finite thickness of the septum, the effective septum

thickness has been measured as a function of the extraction voltage for

three positions PQ, P^ and P2 of the exit of the electrostatic channel.

The results are given in fig. 4.4. The central position PQ corresponds

with the position where the highest extraction efficiency is obtained.

The point A (see fig.4.3) where the first loss of internal current Is

observed, is 0.25 mm further outwards for the central position PQ of the

exit than for the most inward position P^, which indicates that in the

last case there is some beam loss caused by the septum shadow. Moving

the exit from Po to P2 does not result in a further shift of the point

A. From this it can be concluded that for the normal operation position

P there is no significant beam loss due to the 'septum shadow'. The

KV> 284)

Figure 4.4. The effective septum
thickness as a function of the
extraction voltage for three
positions of the exit of the
channel.

28 30 32

v0, (keV)

smallest septum thickness obtained in both cases PQ and Pj is 0.74 mm,

which is much larger than the physical thickness at the front end of the

septum. This is caused by the fact that during the first centimeters the

linear increase of the septum thickness is larger than the parabolic

deflection AR of the beam particles due to the electrostatic field.

Both effects are illustrated in fig. 4.5, from which it is seen that the

septum has its largest effective thickness with respect to the beam at

6-7 cm from the entrance. In the figure it is assumed that the channel

begins halfway the V-shaped slot in the front side of the septum. It is

seen that the effective septum thickness in case Po is the same as in

case P p although the loss due to the septum shadow has disappeared.
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This is caused by the effect of moving the exit by 3 mm, which

transforms to a displacement of 0.3 mm at a distance of 10 cm from the

entrance. Effectively the septum thickness is increased by this amount

inside the channel. This is also confirmed in case P2, where the same

Figure 4.S. The thickness of the
septum and the deflection by the
electrostatic field. The hori-
zontal scale is the distance
from the front side of the
septum.

increase in the radial position of the exit results in an almost

equivalent increase in septum thickness. From the above it is expected

that a septum designed to have a constant thickness of 0.3 mm during the

first 10 cm of its length would reduce beam loss on the septum to half

the present value.

In all three cases the minimal septum thickness is obtained for

higher extraction voltages than required for obtaining the best

extraction efficiency. This suggests that the curvature of the channel

is not perfectly matched to the particle orbits.

1.6

mm

0.8

0 4

SEPTUM
THICKNESS^

8 12
Lfcm)

-
j
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4.2.2. Beam loss in the electrostatic channel

Using the targets T^ and T2 (see fig.

4.2) the distribution of Che beam within

the radial acceptance of the electrostatic

channel has been measured in the following

way: For 5 positions of Tj in front of the

channel entrance, the beam at the exit of

the channel is scanned with target T2- For

every combination of the positions of T,

figure 4.6. Distribution of the beam
current within the acceptance of the
electrostatic channel. Every dot
represents a current of 5 nA. 0 12 3 4
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and T2 the beam current not Intercepted by these targets was measured

with the main target and by targets mounted on the magnetic channel. The

data have been transformed In such a way that they can be represented as

In fig. 4.1. Fig. 4.6 gives the result for an optimal setting of the

extractor with respect to further beam handling (A higher efficiency on

target To may be obtained by increasing the electrode gap at the exit of

the channel, see the next section). Every dot in the figure represents

an external current of 5 nA. Although the accuracy of the method is not

very high, because it is a difference measurement, information can be

obtained how the beam is distributed within the acceptance area. The

sharp cut-off of beam intensity near the exit of the channel suggests

that beam loss is not confined to the front part of the septum. From the

figure one can also conclude that the acceptance of the channel is not

fully used. This is caused by the fact that at the phase of the preces-

sional motion where the turn separation is maximum the direction of the

motion in phase space is almost perpendicular to the direction in which

the acceptance is largest[5]. However, if the phase of the precessional

motion is changed to improve the matching of the beam emittance to the

channel acceptance, more beam will be lost on the septum, because this

phase occurs just after the largest turn density.

The distribution of beam loss inside the electrostatic channel has

been studied by timing signals derived from gamma rays, produced by the

beam at positions where beam loss occurs, against signals derived from

the RF voltage. By using a fast scintillator and by limiting the phase

width of the beam with radial and axial slits in the central region, a

time resolution of 2 ns was obtained. For the 30 MeV proton beam this

corresponds to a spatial resolution of 14 cm- It should be mentioned

that by using slits also the internal beam quality is influenced, which

implies that one has to be carefull in taking general conclusions. In

fig. 4.7 the time spectra for a number of cases are given. A

quantitative analysis of these spectra is difficult because:

- the solid angle subtended by the scintillator decreases from

the beginning to the end of the electrostatic channel

- the last part of the channel is shielded from the scintillator

by the stainless steel of the vacuum chamber, while for the
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first part of the channel the material is an aluminium flange

- there will be a difference in the gamma yield, caused by the

same amount of beam loss on the aluminium electrode and on the

copper septum

Therefore the data will be discussed only qualitatively. The upper trace

in fig. 4.7 is obtained for a normal setting of the extractor. The large

Figure 4.7. Time speatra of garma rays,
ahioh are produced at positions of beam
loss. The indicated value of the extraction
voltage is with respect to the optimal
value. The large peak corresponds with beam
loss at the front side of the channel. The
small peak at left is caused by beam hit-
ting target T^.

peak is caused by beam loss at the front side of the septum. Based on

the effective septum thickness, the beam width at the entrance and the

time spectra it is estimated that it corresponds to about 3Q% of the

total beam current. The smaller peak in the upper trace originates from

beam hitting the target T2 and corresponds to 40% of the beam current.

It is seen that there is also a significant amount of beam loss in the

middle of the channel.

In an attempt to further localize the beam loss inside the channel

the extraction voltage was increased and decreased by such an amount

that the current on T£ dropped to 75Z of the value for optimal efficien-

cy. The corresponding time spectra are given in the middle and lower

trace of fig. 4.7. With the lower voltage an additional loss near the

end of the channel is observed, while with a higher voltage the loss is

mainly in the centre of the channel. These observations suggest that the

curvature of the channel is not perfectly matched to the shape of the

reference orbit.
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4.2.3. The influence of the fringing field

The fringing field has a defocusing influence on the radial motion.

This is illustrated in fig. 4.8, where the result of numerical calcula-

tions in a field map of the fringing field is given. The figure shows

the evolution of the radial phase space for an assumed emittance at the

entrance of the electrostatic channel. At the exit there is already an

increase in the beam width, which again indicates, as already suggested

from fig. 4.6, that beam loss near the end of the channel occurs. The

defocusing between the exit of the electrostatic channel and the

magnetic channel has an almost dramatic influence on the beam width,

increasing it by several centimeters.

RADIAL PHASE SPACE

EXIT EXTBACTOB tnsiimi. ^ .

Figure 4.8. Evolutzon of the
radial phase spaae in the
fvinging field from an assumed
emittanee at the entrance of the
extractor.

A measurement of the beam width with the differential probe of the main

target To showed it to be 6 cm when the exit of the electrostatic

channel was set to an aperture of 6 mm. Due to the width of the beam

there was a loss of beam on the magnetic channel of 6%.

The magnetic channel is introduced to compensate for the defocusing

action of the radially decreasing fringing field. It consists out of

pieces of iron arranged in such a way that an increasing field with

radius results. The insert in fig. 4.9 shows a cross-section of the

magnetic channel. The aperture d of the channel can be remotely adjusted

between 3 and 6 cm. For the normal aperture d of the channel, which is 4

cm, the magnetic field strength has been measured with a Hall probe for

a main field strength of the cyclotron of 0.8 T, a value close to the

one used for the measurements with the 30 MeV proton beam. The field

gradient was determined by a least squares fitting of the data with a

third order B-spline. Although the accuracy obtained in this way is not

better than ±0.005 T/cm, an estimate of the size of the constant
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gradient region can be obtained. Even an optimistic estimate does not

exceed 3 cm. Since in all cases the beam width is much larger, the

magnetic channel introduces non-linearities in the radial focusing,

which makes further beam handling difficult. Another disadvantage of the

magnetic channel is that it introduces harmonics in the main magnetic

field. The first harmonic component of these disturbances has to be

corrected for with the outer harmonic coils.

-0.10

Figure 4-9• The magnetic induction oni 0.4- ,'— \ .. -ooe §)
its gradient in the magnetic channel. -'' ^ ~
The insert shows a radial cross-section03' •—— \ "00$ £•
through the magnetic channel. 02. \ — _0M 5-

01- \^ -0.02

0.0— » i ' • i < 0̂.0
1 8 3 4 5 6

X(cm)

As can be expected from fig. 4.6, an increase of the exit opening

of the electrostatic channel results in a higher extraction efficiency

on target TT. However, the beam width in the fringing field becomes so

large, that the extra beam is lost at the magnetic channel.

4.2.4. Discussion

The thickness of the septum at the front side of the extractor

causes beam losses of about 30%. The data suggest that using a septum

with a constant thickness during the first 10 cm will lead to losses of

approximately 15%, so that a considerable improvement can be expected-

Although the shape of the channel has been based on numerical

integrations, it does not seem to match the shape of the er

orbit. The reason for this mismatch is not clear.

Since the beam width is too large at the position of th. .̂.itic

channel, a radially focusing element should be introduced earlier in the

extraction path*

In experiments aimed at obtaining single-turn extraction, axial and

radial slits have been mounted at the source in the central region in
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order to decrease the phase width of the beam. In such an experiment an

extraction efficiency of 90% has been obtained. This good result is

explained by the fact that through the (nearly) separated turns the

influence of the septum thickness decreases and by the fact that, due to

the slits, the radial beam quality also improves, resulting in less beam

loss inside the electrostatic channel.

4.3. Experiments with the second extractor

During a test run with this extractor an 160 MeV alpha beam has

been extracted from the cyclotron[6], which demonstrates that the

cyclotron can be operated with this device at the upper energy limit.

The performance of the device has been tested with a 120 MeV alpha beam.

In all cases the phase width of the beam was carefully restricted to

less than 10 RF degrees. The phase selection was carried out by means of

a fixed slit mounted on the ion source and by a movable slit mounted on

the dummy dee. By observing time spectra of gamma rays (see 3.3.3. and

4.2.2.) as a function of the position of the second slit it was very

easy to obtain the best sliC position. In the next sections attention

will be paid to the following aspects:

- The septum thickness

- The shape of the electrostatic channel

- The influence of the fringing field

Figure 4.10. The thickness of the septum
and th~è parabolic deflection by the
electrostatic field. The horizontal
scale is the distance from the front
side of the septum.

4.3.1. The septum thickness

In fig 4.10 the thickness of the septum is given together with the

size of the parabolic deflection of the beam due to the electrostatic

field, similar to fig. 4.5. From comparison with fig. 4.5 it is seen

that for this septum the effective thickness is close to the thickness



at the front side, which is 0.3 Dim. The effective septum thickness has

been determined experimentally by measuring the beam current with the

targets T. and T,, as described in section 4.2.1. For one setting the

effective septum thickness has been determined to be 0.4 mm, closed to

its physical dimensions, obtained with a 5% higher extraction voltage

than the nominal value and with the exit of the channel shifted outwards

by 5 mm.

Figure J.H. The beam current measu-
red mith the three targets T-, T. and
T2 (see fig. 4.2). The horizontal
scale is the position of target T, •

In fig. 4.11 a plot of the beam currents on the three targets T[,

T2 and T3 (see fig. 4.1) is given for an optimal setting of the

extractor (i.e. the highest efficiency in the external beam line) with

the position of target T^ as parameter. In this case the transmission of

the electrostatic deflector (from Ty to T2) is 80% and the septum

thickness amounts to 0.6 mm. This must be due to a contribution of the

septum shadow resulting in a larger effective septum thickness. From the

figure it can also be estimated that the beam loss at the front side of

the septum amounts to 10-15%.

Figure 4.12. Time spectra of the elec-
trostatic "channel with and without
target T„ intercepting the beam. The
small peak, corresponds with beam loss at
the front side of the septum.

4.3.2. The shape of the electrostatic channel

In fig. 4.12 time spectra of gamma rays are given for an optimal

setting of the extractor with and without target T2 intercepting the
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beam. The peak at target T~ corresponds with the 80% of the internal

beam current transmitted through the deflector, compared to 10-15% for

the peak at the septum front side(see fig. 4.11). From the figure it may

be seen that the remaining 5-10% beam loss is distributed rather

uniformly along the channel. It may be concluded therefore that the

shape of the channel is satisfactory. Because of a somewhat differing

position of the measuring equipment the peaks in the figure may not be

compared with those in fig. 4.7.

4.3.3. The influence of the fringing field

From fig. 4.11. a beam loss of 10 % in the electromagnetic channel

has been determined. Up to now we did not succeed in obtaining gamma ray

sp.-cfra, which indicated where exactly the beam loss occurred. This may

be caused by the fact that the beam loss is not sufficiently localized.

With the differential probe of the main target T the beam width of

the extracted beam has been determined to be 15 mm for more then 95% of

the total intensity. This implies that the beam width is smaller than

the good field region of the magnetostatic channel. Transformed back to

the exit of the electromagnetic channel the beam width is approximately

10 mm. Since this value is very close to the aperture size of 12 mm it

is not well possible to draw conclusions about beam loss in the radial

dimension.

4.3.4. Discussion

The effective septum thickness obtained from beam measurements

agrees with the value expected on the basis of the real physical dimen-

sions of the septum. Correspondingly, the extraction efficiency of the

2 extractor is considerably higher than that of the 1 s t extractor. The

time spectra of gamma rays show that the shape of the electrostatic

channel is correct and corresponds with the shape of the extracted

orbit.

Although details of the (small) beam loss in the electromagnetic

channel are not known, the channel limits the dimensions of the beam in

the fringing field in such a way that further beam handling has become

much easier. In particular, the beam size in the magnetic channel is
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sufficiently small for avoiding non-linearities.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Experiments with injected beams

Since december 1983 the axial injection system is in operation. Many

different heavy ion beams in various charge states have been injected,

accelerated and extracted from the cyclotron. Results obtained during

the first half of 1984 with the injection system will be discussed with

emphasis on the properties of the beam from injection to extraction.

5.1. Introduction

The axial injection system as described in [1], [2] and in chapter

1 has been installed during a shut-down period of the cyclotron in 1983.

This shut-down period was mainly necessary for the enlargement of the

axial hole and for the modification of the RF liners needed for the new

central region. In the last week of 1983 for the first time an ion beam

was injected, accelerated and extracted from the cyclotron. Since then

the system has been used regularly with many different ions in various

charge states many times in runs of over 100 hours duration. Table 5.1

summarizes the beams which have been developed during the first half of

1984. In all cases the cyclotron was set at K=120 from which the energy

of the external beam can be determined as Eex=Kq
2/A MeV.

Table 5.1. Beams developed during the first half of 1984.

Ion C N 0 Ne Ar

Charge state q 4,5 5,6,7 5,6,7,8 6,7,8 8

The external beam current for all cases in table 5.1. depended on the

instantaneous performance of the ECR source and on the vacuum conditions

inside the cyclotron. In a number of cases a transmission of the beam

through the system of more than 5% has been obtained. From the

performance of the ECR source the maximum beam currents from the

cyclotron can be determined. For convenience the performance of the ECR
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Table 5.2. Maximum current per charge state q in pA, per 1-1-1984

Ion

<13C0)

N

0

He

Ar

W 2)

HB(H2)

Al{02)

Extract ion
voltage
(W)

12
20

4
12
20

12
20

12
20

12
20

20

20

20

100

32
120
140

100
>80

150
240

47
45

>0.8

1.5

2

110

60
115
120

115
>80

60
80

55
40

0.8

3

30*

30
64
72

90
>80

60
60

38
40

1

4

16
14

8
42
48

70*
>80

40
60

31
33

0.3

5

2
2

3.2
23
32

30
55

40*
40

#

0.3

2

6

0.22
0.25

0.3
2.3
4

14
30

25
17

26
22

0.24

7

0.08
0.17

1.2
3.2

5
6

26
17

0.01

0.4

8

0.09
0.12

1.5
1.7

27
33

0.03

9 10 11

0.05
O.06 0.3nA

10 12* 1
12 20 1

12 13 14

0.25 0.02
0.35 0.02 O.lpA

impurities may be included.

source, given in [2] and [3], is reproduced in table 5.2.

In the remainder of this chapter a description of the inflector

will be given followed by a section in which the centring of injected

beams is described. Next, some properties of the acceleraton of heavy

ion beams with the axial injectijn system will be discussed.

5.2. The inflector

The hyperboloid inflector consists of a positive high voltage

electrode opposite to an electrode at ground potential. This asymme-

trical configuration, in which particles on the central orbit are

decelerated by the positive voltage, has been chosen in order to

minimize the dimensions of the inflector. The copper electrodes have

been shaped by forcing on iron moulds. The hyperboloid moulds were

produced on a programmable lathe. The electrodes are shielded from the

RF by means of a copper housing, which is water cooled to prevent RF

heating. Fig. 5.1. shows an artists view of the inflector. The support

of the inflector is equipped with several targets. One is a ring shaped

target in front of the inflector entry. The second one is a two position

target, which in one position can measure the beam current at the

entrance within the housing, in the second position it does not
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Intercept the beam. The third target can be moved over a distance of 4

cm in the median plane from the exit of the tnflector to the first turn.

It is lifted out of the median plane by moving it further outwards, thus

enabling further acceleration. This target enables easy adjustment of

the inflector voltage and of the phase and the amplitude of the

triangular buncher voltage.

Figure 5.1. An artists view of the
inflector electrodes inside the
aoppey housing.

For the present inflector gap widt' which is 9 mm at the entrance,

the necessary inflector voltage is Vinf
=0<35Vin., where Vin. is the

acceleration voltage of the injected beam from the ion source. The

transmission through the inflector amounts roughly to 75X. This value

has been obtained after correction for secondary electron emission at

the second target, which was determined to be 25% for a N beam.

5.3. The centring of Injected beams

The field bumps in the central region are produced by two sets of

coils of 4 windings each, which are mounted against the RF liners.

Because of constructional constraints the centers of the coils are
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located 15 mm further outwards than has been assumed in the calculations

of chapter 2. In fig. 5.2 the measured magnetic induction is given in a

direction perpendicular to the Dee-dummy dee gap as well as the shape of

the bumps as used in the calculations of chapter 2. The larger radial

extent of the actual bump field causes a 50% stronger Influence for a

given peak field, as determined from the value of the first harmonic

components of the field bumps.

Figure 5.2. The actual sha-
pe of the bump field for a
current of 100 A (dashedI
in comparison with the sha-
pe of the bump field as
used in the calculations of
chapter 2.

The settings of the harmonic and bump coils are determined in most

experiments by optimizing the extraction efficiency. In fig. 5.3. the

orbit centre displacements at a radius of 30 cm are given as calculated

from experimentally obtained settings for a number of heavy ion beams.

The arrows given are the sum of an initially designed error of 14 mm and

of the combined effect of the inner harmonic coils, the bump coils and

of the Dee bias within the radial extent of the inner harmonic coils.

The figure shows that the combined effect varies significantly from one

Figure 5.3. The aalaulated effect of
the bump "coils, the inner harmonic
ooils and the Pee bias for some
beams at a radius of SO am.
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experiment to the other- The most important reason for the differences

is the phase width of the beam, which is determined by the settings of

the inner concentric coils and by the buncher parameters. For the N

beam the phase width was 70 RF degrees, a result which was obtained

without bunching, while for the C beam 90% of the beam was within 20

RF degrees. A second reason for the differences is the RF phase history

of the beam which differs from case to case. Small differences can also

be caused by variations in the position of the inflector (~1 mm), by

the fact that the beam may leave the inflector in a somewhat different

direction from case to case and by first harmonic effects related to the

Dee voltage.

5.4. Cyclotron operation with axially injected beams

In fig. 5.4. the total beam current and the differential current

are given for a C beam as a function of radius. From the figure it is

seen that the current at extraction radius (118 cm) is roughly 60Z of

the current at R = 40 cm. The loss is presumably being caused by charge

exchange of the beam with residual gas, although the pressure inside the

Figure 5.4. The integral and the
differential current measured with
the main target for a Ci+ beam.

cyclotron was approximately 10 Torr. Similar numbers have been

obtained for N, 0 and Ne beams. The beam losses for heavy ions inside

the cyclotron are nevertheless much less than before the installation of

the axial injection system. This is due to the absence of the gas load

from the internal source and to the removal, during the shut down

period, of some persistent vacuum leaks leading to a lower pressure in

the cyclotron.

The bunching of the beam by means of a triangularly shaped voltage

is very efficient. The internal current increases by a factor of 3-5 in
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the first harmonic mode of operation. The buncher also improves the

phase width of the beam: Phase widths of 20-30° can be obtained, while

phase widths of 70° have been measured without bunching. This is the

reason why bunched beams are extracted with a higher efficiency than

non-bunched beams. For the C^+ beam an extraction efficiency (using the

first extractor without the electromagnetic channel) of 40% was

obtained. The total transmission of the beam, defined as the ratio of

the current on a target in the external beam line to the current at a

target before the 90° magnet in the low energy horizontal beam line(see

fig. 1.5), was 4% in this case. It should be mentioned that the

intensity of injected heavy ion beams is so low that the beam power is

always smaller than the maximum allowed power on the septum. Therefore

it is of no help to use phase selecting slits in the central region to

reduce the internal phase width further and thereby improving the inter-

nal beam quality and the extraction efficiency, as is the case for the

acceleration of light ions with an internal source, where more current

can be produced than is allowed by the maximum septum dissipation.

Once the cyclotron is delivering a heavy ion beam only a few and

straightforward changes are needed for switching to a different charge

state of the same ion when the K-value of the cyclotron is kept

constant. Since the magnetic rigidity of the beam is unchanged, no

magnetic elements (among which all active components in the low energy

beam line except the buncher) have to be adjusted. The only elements

that have to be changed for obtaining beam in the median plane of the

cyclotron are the extraction voltage from the ECR source and the voltage

of the inflector. These voltages change linearly with the charge state.

In addition small corrections of the steering magnets in the horizontal

and vertical beam line may be necessary. For further acceleration in the

cyclotron the setting of the buncher parameters, the Dee voltage, the RF

frequency and the concentric coils have also to be changed. Finally the

extraction system has to be adjusted again. Although not all equipment

in the ion source room is at present remotely controllable, changing of

the whole system to ions of the next higher charge state is accomplished

in less than half an hour.

In figure 5.5. the external beam current is given for a fully
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stripped Oxygen-16 beam as a function of the frequency of the RF

voltage, with all other paramaters kept constant. The arrows at the top

of the figure indicate the expected position of the different particles

with respect to Oxygen based on the mass difference. Since the ECR

source was serviced just before the experiment was started a Nitrogen

beam is seen to be present also. From the intensity distribution of the

C , N and 0 beams, as delivered by the ECR source, also a beam

current of C ions of about 0.1 nA has to be expected. However these

rp -, pp- , -

1

r
- • • » • • *

k

Figure 5.5. The beam cur-
10 rent as a function of the
1 frequency of the RF volta-
(enAJ ge.The figure shows that

fully stripped oxygen and
05 Nitrogen can just be sepa-

rated by the cyclotron.

ST75 9780 9785
f (MHz)

particles can not be separated fully from the Oxygen beam. Therefore

there will be always some uncertainty about which beam is actually

delivered at the experimentalists target. Because of the very low

intensities of fully stripped beams, beam development, especially the

adjustment of the extraction system and the transport through the beam

lines, is rather difficult. However when a dummy beam is used (an alpha

beam is very suited for this, because the cyclotron frequency is only a

factor 10 lower than for a fully stripped Oxygen beam) the development

of the beam through the cyclotron and the beam lines can be simplified

considerably.

Because the ECR source does not have sputtering elements like fila-

ments or cathodes, stable and unintercepted runs of heavy ion beams with

durations of over 100 hours are possible and have actually been made.

This is an important Improvement over the previous situation where heavy

ion beams were produced with internal sources.' in that case the ion

source had to be serviced every few hours. In addition, much higher

charge states and intensities are obtained with the ECR-source.
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In the third harmonic mode of acceleration the transmission of

beams is much lower than in the first harmonic mode. In table 5.3 the
O t

beam current of an Ar beam after one revolution and at R=40 cm is

given for two values of the Dee voltage, all other settings being equal.

For the higher Dee voltage the beam current after one revolution is

somewhat smaller than with the lower Dee voltage, which may be explained

by the smaller vertical acceptance (see chapter 2). At R=40 cm the beam

current is higher for the higher Dee voltage. The increase in transmis-

sion from about 10% to 23% can largely be explained by the reduced path

length in the central region. We can calculate that this would lead to a

transmission of 17% for the higher Dee voltage. The remaining discrepan-

cy might be explained by incorrect current measurement at the first

turn: particles can be measured that do not fit into the acceptance of

the next turns and particles are not detected because they pass the

target through vertical oscillations. Apart from the beam losses due to

charge exchange the poor transmission for Ar beams in the third harmonic

mode is due to the decreased bunching

Table 5.3. Ar beam current in enA

location VD= 29 kV VD= 38 kV

after 1 turn 160 130

at R = 40 cm 16 30

efficiency. This is because the buncher has been designed for first

harmonic operation, where the transit time in the gaps is small compared

to the buncher period, while in the third harmonic mode the transit time

in the gaps is of the order of the buncher period.

The best results obtained with the axial injection system have been

obtained in a test run where the cyclotron was set at K = 145 for the

acceleration of a N beam. In table 5.4. the beam current at various

positions along the injection line and in the cyclotron is given. The

high extraction efficiency was obtained, because the second extractor

with the electromagnetic channel was used. It may be concluded that one

of the most important factors for obtaining a high transmission through
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the axial injection system and the cyclotron is the transmission through

the inflector and the central region and the performance of the

extractor.

Table 5.4.

Transmission of a N beam at K=1A5

position

before 90° magnet

at inflector entrance

internal at R=40 cm

internal at R=120 cm

in external beam line

current (yA)

6.3

5.6

1.05

0.73

0.52

%

100

88

16

11

8

.9

.7

.6

.3
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CHAPTER SIX

Summary and concluding remarks

The work described in this thesis has been initiated by the demand

from experimental nuclear physicists for higher energies of ion beams

from the KVI cyclotron. This has led to the derision to build an axial

injection system, because with such a system new types of ion sources,

too large to be positioned in the central region, could be used. The

energy of heavy ion beams is expected to increase because these new

sources can deliver ion beams with a higher charge state. For heavy ions

such a system has the additional advantage that because of an increased

transmission through the cyclotron on account of better vacuum condi-

tions higher intensities can be obtained. For light ions the diversity

with an axial injection system will increase because of the possible

installation of a polarized ion source. An increase in the intensity of

light ions, produced by internal sources, was foreseen by increasing the

extraction efficiency.

The first chapter gives an introduction to the KVI facility. The

arguments which have led to the design of the axial injection system

will be given, together with a description of the system as it has been

installed in 1983.

In chapter two a numerical study is presented for a central region

designed to accelerate beams from an external as well as from internal

sources. Because of constraints with respect to the injection energy,

the location of the axial hole and the choice of the inflector, an

axially injected beam is off-centred at the beginning of the accelera-

tion process. The numerical calculations show that it is possible to

centre the beam within acceptable limits by the application of magnetic

field bumps during the first revolutions. With such a system the radial

as well as the vertical motion is favourably influenced. An additional

advantage of using field bumps is that beam centring becomes less

sensitive to the amplitude of the Dee voltage.

Chapter three describes the Influence of several real or equivalent
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first harmonic effects on the motion of tl..-> orbit centre of the beam.

Based on knowledge of the motion of the orbit centre the expected

current density as a function of radius is calculated and the effect of

an off-centred beam on the beam quality is examined. From the calcula-

tions it follows that it is important to limit the phase width of the

beam, as the phase space area occupied by the orbit centers strongly

increases with this width- When the cyclotron is operated with internal

sources (for p, d, He and a) this is done by means of slits in the

central region. In case of axial injection the beam current will in

general be so low that phase selection in the central region will not

lead to higher external currents. In that case the phase bunching of the

injected beam ultimately determines the beam quality.

Beam centring is also a function of the RF phase history of the

beam. Acceleration close to the top of the RF voltage is recommended for

keeping the mutual difference in the number of turns to a minimum. This

may be achieved by means of numerical methods yielding settings for the

concentric coils, combined with beam phase measurements at larger radii.

In this way also the loss of heavy ion beams through interaction with

rest gas is minimized.

An experimental method by which a median plane error can be found

is described in the last section of chapter three.

The extraction of beams from the cyclotron is the subject of

chapter four. An experimental study is described in which the factors

determining the extraction efficiency have been studied. Because the

emittance of the beam should not be larger than the acceptance of the

extraction systems it again is Important to limit the RF phase width of

the beam. As a result high extraction efficiencies may only be expected

when the phase width is limited, for example by slits in the central

region. Measurements have shown that the shape of the septum of the

original extractor is not optimal and that the acceptance of the channel

is only partly used. Another result is that it is important to introduce

radial focusing In the fringing field as soon as possible after the

electrostatic channel in order to prevent beam loss and to preserve

linear optics.

From experiments with a second extractor, which includes a radially

focusing electromagnetic channel directly after the electrostatic
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channel, a large improvement of the extraction efficiency has been

obtained. With this device it has also been shown that beams with the

maximum magnetic rigidity can be extracted from the cyclotron.

Experiments with axially injected beams are the subject of chapter

five, where it is shown that the acceleration of initially off-centred

ion beams is entirely feasible- With the ECR-source coupled to the axial

injection system higher Intensities and energies for heavy ion beams are

easily obtained. A change of energy can be obtained In a fast way by

varying in principle only all the electrical parameters linearly with

the charge state of the injected beam. Also stable operation of the

whole system for periods of many days has proven to be well possible.

An important tool for beam diagnostics has been found in the

measurement of gamma rays, which originate from positions where beam

loss occurs. Throughout this study this was done with a sclntillator/

photomultiplier combination. By timing the signals against a signal

derived from the RF voltage, information has been obtained on the phase

history of the beam, on the phase width of the beam and on the location

along the extraction path where beam loss occurs. Also adjusting a

remotely controlled slit for optimizing phase selection, is facilitated

by employing such measurements. Time resolutions of 1 ns are easily

obtained with the equipment used, which corresponds to a spatial

resolution at extraction radius of about 7 cm at 10 MHz.

With the installation of the axial injection system the power of

the KVI cyclotron has grown considerably. Operation of the cyclotron

with heavy ion beams up to Argon has become possible with reasonable

transmissions. Physics with low energy non-accelerated heavy ion beams

is possible when the cyclotron is producing light ion beams with

internal sources. With the installation of an polarized ion source the

variety of ions beams at the KVI will still increase in near future.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een onderzoek dat is uitgevoerd op het

Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut(KVI). De onderwerpen hebben alle

betrekking op het op het KVI geïnstalleerde AVF-cyclotron. Het onderzoek

werd geïnitieerd nadat in 1978 financiële middelen beschikbaar kwamen om

het cyclotron uit te breiden met een axiaal injectie systeem. Met een

dergelijk systeem en met bijvoorbeeld een ECR bron voor zware ionen

kunnen met het cyclotron ionenbundels met hogere energie en intensiteit

worden geproduceerd.

Het eerste hoofdstuk geeft een algemene beschrijving van het cyclo-

tron. Deze wordt gevolgd door een opsomming van de voordelen van een

extern injectie systeem en van de diverse manieren waarop zo'n systeem

gerealiseerd kan worden. Vervolgens wordt een algemene beschrijving ge-

geven van het injectie systeem dat in 1983 op het KVI is geïnstalleerd.

In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt een numerieke studie beschreven die

heeft geleid tot een nieuw ontwerp van het centrum van het cyclotron.

Dit was nodig omdat ondermeer door de keuze van de energie van te

injecteren bundel en de keuze van het type van inflector die de bundel

in het mediaanvlak van het cyclotron buigt, de geïnjecteerde bundel niet

meer gecentreerd is t.o.v. het magnetische centrum. Door de toepassing

van magnetische veldbobbels, die een eerste harmonische component in het

veld introduceren, is het mogelijk om reeds na een klein aantal omwente-

lingen een gecentreerde bundel te verkrijgen. Uit de berekeningen blijkt

dat de centrering van de bundel zeer weinig gevoelig is voor de amplitu-

de van de hoogfrequent versnelspanning en dat tevens de verticale accep-

tantie gunstig beinvloed wordt.

Diverse aspecten die te maken hebben met het versnelproces van de

interne bundel worden behandeld in hoofdstuk drie. Allereerst wordt de

invloed berekend van een aantal effecten, zoals de vorm van de Dee, de

voorspanning op de Dee en de "gap-crossing" resonantie, die In hun wer-

king overeenkomen met eerste harmonische componenten in het magneetveld.

Door deze effecten, die afhankelijk zijn van de fase van de deeltjes ten

opzichte van de versnelspanning, wordt de schijnbare dichtheid van de
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bundel in de horizontale faseruimte kleiner. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat

het rendement van het extractieproces afneemt en dat de energiespreiding

in de externe bundel toeneemt.

Een methode om het versnelproces te beoordelen zou de meting van de

stroomdichtheid van de bundel als functie van de straal kunnen zijn.

Daartoe is voor een specifieke set van parameters van het cyclotron

berekend hoe zo'n verloop zou zijn. Uit de berekeningen volgt dat voor

een optimaal versnelproces de fasebreedte van de bundel klein moet zijn

en dat de centrale fase zo goed mogelijk op de top van de versnelspan-

ning moet liggen. Om dit laatste te bewerkstelligen is bestudeerd hoe

door middel van numerieke methoden een zo goed mogelijke voorspelling

van het interne faseverloop van de bundel kan worden verkregen. Teneinde

de berekende resultaten te kunnen vergelijken met metingen van het

faseverloop is een calibratie van de versnelspanning uitgevoerd.

Tenslotte wordt beschreven hoe langs experimentele weg mediaanvlak

fouten kunnen worden opgespoord.

Het extractieproces van de bundel uit het cyclotron is het onder-

werp van hoofdstuk vier. Er worden metingen beschreven die bundelverlies

langs het extractiepad bepalen. Door ondermeer de bepaling van de septum

breedte is gebleken dat een juiste vorm van het septum noodzakelijk is

voor het behalen van een hoog extractie rendement. Een tweede voorwaarde

hiervoor is dat er zo snel mogelijk focusering in het horizontale vlak

moet worden aangebracht langs het extractiepad. Dit laatste wordt

geïllustreerd d.m.v. experimenten met een tweede extractie systeem dat

is uitgerust met een horizotaal focuserend electromagnetich kanaal

direct achter het electrostatisch kanaal.

Hoofdstuk vijf beschrijft ervaringen die zijn opgedaan met axiaal

geïnjecteerde bundels gedurende de eerste helft van 1984. Na een opsom-

ming van de diverse bundels die ontwikkeld zün wordt een beschrijving

van de inflector gegeven. Daarna wordt besproken hoe de centrering van

de bundel in de praktijk tot stand komt. Vervolgens wordt ingegaan op

diverse aspecten die de transmissie van de bundel door het systeem

bepalen en op de manier hoe bundels met zeer lage intensiteit, zoals

volledig gestripte atomen van koolstof, stikstof en zuurstof, ontwikkeld

kunnen worden.
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In het laatste hoofdstuk vorden enige samenvattende opmerkingen

gemaakt en enkele algemene conclusies gegeven. Een conclusie is dat

eerste harmonische effecten in het centrum van het cyclotron gebruikt

kunnen worden voor het corrigeren van centreer fouten, wat een extra

vrijheidsgraad oplevert bij het ontwerp van een cyclotron centrum.

Eerste harmonische effecten op grotere stralen moeten echter zo veel

mogelijk vermeden worden omdat die het extractie proces nadelig

beïnvloeden. De laatste conclusie is dat met de installatie van het

axiaal injectie systeem een zeer wezenlijke uitbreiding van het KVI

cyclotron heeft plaats gehad.
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STELLINGEN

1. Een pullerhoek van 20°, zoals voorgesteld door Smith, houdt onvol-

doende rekening met de acceptantie van het cyclotroncentrutn bij het

versnellen in hogere harmonische modes voor de versnelspanning.

W.I.B. Smith, Nucl.Instv.Meth. 9(1980)49

J.M. van Nieualand et.al., Hual.Instv.Meth. 142(1977)339

2. Voor een juiste interpretatie van spectra van secundaire elektronen,

gemeten net siliciumdetectoren, is het noodzakelijk rekening te

houden met verstrooiing van elektronen uit het siliciumkristal.

W.K. van Asselt et.al., J.Pkys.D. ll(197B)L10?

3. Het veelbelovendste concept voor een compact en supergeleidend cyclo-

tron is dat waarbij injectie vanuit een hoogenergetische voorversnel-

ler, met name een tandem, plaatsvindt.

4. Het gebruik van uitsluitend magnetische elementen in een injectiesys-

teem voor zware ionen in een cyclotron is aan te bevelen, omdat

hierdoor op snelle en eenvoudige wijze energieveranderingen van de

geëxtraheerde bundel verkregen kunnen worden.

5. De door Crandall berekende differentiële werkzame doorsneden voor

verstrooiing van laag-energetische protonen aan argon dienen gecor-

rigeerd te worden voor het feit dat de effectieve lading afhankelijk

is van de botsingsparameter. Hierdoor ontstaat evenwel een minder

goede overeenkomst tussen de berekende en de experimentele werkzame

doorsneden.

D.H. Ocmdall, et.al. Phys.tiev.A 7J1973)12R1

6. Positron-emissietomografie is een unieke methode om de werking en/of

verdeling van geneesmiddelen in het menselijk lichaam te onderzoeken.

Het is dan ook aan te bevelen dat deze methode voor dit doel gebruikt

wordt.



7. Een intensiteitsverhoging van zware-ionenbundels met een orde van

grootte kan met de KVI installatie alleen verkregen worden met hogere

intensiteiten van geïnjecteerde bundels. Gezien de snelle ontwikke-

ling van ECR-bronnen is technische inspanning op dit gebied noodzake-

lijk om de internationale aansluiting niet te verliezen.

8. Dat alleen gepromoveerden kunnen optreden als referent bij een

promotie is onjuist. De toelating als referent zou op persoonlijke

kwaliteiten beoordeeld dienen te worden.


